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Baesler stumps in Calloway
Racers hurting
for game with
Campbellsville
Page 2B

BERNARD KANEtedve & TImos photo

Dec. 18
7 shopping
days to Christmas

LOCAL

Beanie bids
aids project
Sealed bids will be accepted
through 4 p.m. today at the
Murray Family Resource Center, 814 Poplar, for the highlysought "Princess" Beanie Babies, a limited edition in tribute
to Princess Diana. A live radio
auction of additional Princess'
bears will be held Friday. Dec.
19, from 10 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
on WSJP.
Vintage Rose Emporium has
donated 12 of the "Princess'
Beanie Babies to support the
local Santa Project. Money
raised will help provide Christmas for 50 children still without
sponsors. For more information, contact Glenda at WSJP
at 753-2400, the Murray Family
Resource Center at 759-9592
or the Calloway Family Resource Center at 753-3070.
WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear.
Low 35 to 40. Southwest wind
5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Mostly
sunny...Breezy and warm.
High in the lower 60s.
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U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesier, campaigning for the U.S. Senate, shares a light moment with Jody Lassiter,
special liaison to Gov. Paul Patton, and State Rep. Freed Curd Wednesday at an agricultural leadership
meeting in the MSU Curtis Center.

producer.
By DAVID RAMEY
"There's going to be a lot of
Staff Writer
discussion about it," Baesler said.
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler said "Do you want to send somebody
his experience counts the most in
to Washington who does not
his bid for the U.S. Senate.
know anything about it?"
Baesler, in his third term in the
Baesler said as long as tobacco
U.S. House, faces two fellow is sold, he wants
to back KenDemocrats in a May primary for tucky farmers.
the Senate seat being vacated by
"If you're going to sell it on
the retirement of Wendell Ford. the counter, I
want Kentuckians
Also seeking the Democratic to
raise it," Baesler said.
nomination is Lt. Gov. Steve
Baesler said he's the one to fill
Henry and Louisville business- Ford's
shoes in protecting Kenman Charlie Owen.
tucky's tobacco farmers.
"In the Senate, it is what you
"Senator Ford has been the
can do for Kentucky," Baesler main
stalwart for so many years
told a group of supporters Wed- on this issue
and it is still a major
nesday morning in Murray. concern,"
Baesler said.
"They've never had to vote on an
issue. I don't have to think about
A former basketball player at
it. When you talk about issues, I
know where I stand. When the University of Kentucky for
you've had somebody like Wen- coach Adolph Rupp, Baesler
dell Ford there for 20-some years served as mayor of Lexington
— is it reasonable to replace and lost a gubernatorial bid in
them with sombody with no 1991 to Brereton Jones. He finished third in Calloway County in
experience?"
Baesler hopes. his stand on to- the primary, behind Jones and Dr.
bacco will play well in western Floyd Poore.
Baesler was elected to ConKentucky. The Fayette Counts
native still grows tobacco on his gress in 1992, and has displayed
farm — the only member of Congress who is an active tobacco • See Page 3

Cancer treatment
center moving
to design phase
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's board of directors met
Wednesday in regular session and
approved a contract to build a
new cancer treatment center.
The new center is to be built
adjacent to the hospital on South
Ninth Street
Medical Business Resources, a
Pennsylvania firm, has been
working with MCCH President
Stuart Poston for several months
on a preliminary design for the
building.
MBR President Dane Hooper
and design coordinator Donald
Hergenreder presented the board
with that preliminary design
Wednesday.
The plans call for a
6,784-square-foot building to
house a state-of-the-art jAnear
Accelerator radiation treatment
machine.
The building will be used primarily for out-patient services
and will cost $1.75 million.
The hospital had previously
conducted a feasibility study on
expanding its existing cancer
treatment facilities and found that
it would be more cost efficient to
move those services out of the

MHS,CCHS
students
help with
fundraiser

hospital's main building. The facility's blueprints allow for future
expansion as needed.
"The trend over the last few
years is to move cancer treatment
outside hospitals," Hooper told
the board.
Construction of the facility is
scheduled to begin in February or
March of next year and should
take about six months to complete. Hooper said the majority of
the work would be contracted
locally.
Poston told the Ledger in October that expansion of cancer
treatment services is a top priority for MCCH and said Wednesday the need for such a facility is
great in Calloway County.
"This is such a strong project,
(MBR) said they would go into
partnership with us if we needed
it," Poston said.
In other business, the board:
*Was presented with its yearly
audit report.
Rick Melton, of the accounting
firm of Richardson, Howe and
Melton, presented the audit. He
reported the hospital has a "good
(financial) footing" going into

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Four students from both Murray and Calloway County high
schools will give up a chance to
sleep in Saturday morning to
raise money for a paralyzed
Heath teen-ager.

BERNARD KANEA.edger & Times photo

HIGH ON STUCCO: Workers apply a stucco-textured finish to
the upper facade of the new Calloway County Justice Center on
Fourth Street Wednesday. The project is slated for completion early
next year.

IN See Page 2
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Federal ag secretary
talks about problems
plaguing tobacco
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
A Clinton Administration official visiting Murray on Wednesday said continuing fast track authority for the administration will
aid tobacco farmers.
Dallas Smith, deputy undersecretary for farm and foreign agriculture service in the United
States Department of Agriculture,
visited with an agriculture leadership group at Murray State
University.
Smith said the fut track authority will help the administration protect America's farm pm-

ducts in the global market place.
"It's important for the United
States in general, and farmers in
particular, that we protect our
global agreements," Smith said.
"And the fast-track legislation allows us to continue to negotiate
agreements that are in the best interest of farmers."
Fast track gives the administration the authority to negotiate
trade agreements without Congressional interference. The Unitd States has 200 such fast-track
agreements across the globe.
"This administration, like previous administrations have had,

The eight students will work at
Paducah Tilghman High School
at a benefit breakfast. Proceeds
from the event will help pay for
medical and rehabilitation costs
for Missy Jenkins, who was paralyzed from the waist down during
the Dcc. 1 shooting at Heath
High School.
Murray High students, Kim
Howard, Mary Kay Howard,
Leigh Haverstock and Robbie
Fitch are scheduled to work from
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Calloway
County's Emily Pyle, Krista Doron, Angela Burket and Kelley
Travis will do clean-up work
from la tov 11 a.m.
The students are members of
their respective schools' student
councils.
"It was brought up in Student
Council, and our sponsors asked

Hog study shows
economic benefits

DALLAS SMITH
should have the power to protect
our interests within the limits of
the Constitution," Smith said.
Smith said much of the U.S.
agriculture exports are in "valueadded" products — products already packaged and ready to be
III See Page 2

LINCOLN, Neb.(AP) — Rural
sociologist John Allen said a preliminary study indicates there are
economic benefits to large hog
farms, but the number of farm
jobs falls as the number of hogs
goes up.
Allen, of the Center for Rural
Revitalization at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, said he
surveyed 36 counties over the last
two months, including Holt,
Cuming, Cedar, Platte, Clay and
Knox counties in Nebraska.
He and center staffer David J.
Drozd used telephone calls and
statistical information from various sources to arrive at some tentative conclusions about the effect of rapid hog expansions.
They explored recent economic

changes in Nebraska and an equal
number of counties in North Carolina, Colorado, Missouri, Indiana and Iowa, and plotted those
changes in relation to changes in
hog inventory from 1982-1992.
Results indicated that more often than not hog confinement operations boost retail sales and population and improve per capita
income, Allen said.
Their charts showed that retail
sales increased as hog numbers
increased. The same applied, on
average, to the number of retail
businesses and per capita income.
The one worrisome economic
point and the one that carried the
In See Page 2
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gives us great stability,"
Smith said. "There's also other
jobs produced because of it. The
value-added products are a lot
more stable in the competing
country. We have more control of
where it ends up."
During this decade, the USDA
has been streamlined, eliminating
departments and employees.
Budget changes have also phased
out most of the price support
programs in America's
agriculture.
"The change in agriculture has
eliminated the safety net for farmers," Smith said. "We just need
to make sure that agriculture is
responding to and serving famers.
And we're looking at a number
of administrative changes to do
that."
Smith said this effort has been
designed to serve the USDA's
customers (i.e. farmers) in a better and efficient manner. He
pointed out that agencies and departments have been combined
and streamlined to simplfy the
procedues.
"In my area, we've shifted
from five agencies to three agen-
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cies," Smith said. "And we're
looking at moving nine agencies
into one agency. Instead of nine
personnel officers, we'll have one
personnel officer."
USDA is also taking steps to
unify its operations on a common
computer system.

FROM PAGE 1
1998.
According to the report, the
hospital finished the year with a
net worth of $43.9 million, with
assets totaling $57.5 million and
liabilities totaling $13.6 million.
The hospital posted a net income of $5.5 million in 1997 and
saw a dramitic drop in its capital
debt by paying almost $I million
in principal last year.
"We encountered no problems
in the course of this audit," Melton told the board at the conclusion of his presentation.
.Held a meeting of the hospital's newly-formed foundation to
accept a preliminary set of
bylaws.
For the past year, MCCH and
YMCA board members have discussed a partnership to build a
community wellness center and is
currently seeking a site for the
facility.

"Our whole goal is to maintain
and enhance our customer service
operations," Smith said. "If a
customer is using a PC to talk to
other external organizations he's
involved with, he should be using
a PC to talk to us."
Smith grew up on a tobacco
farm in North Carolina. He said
the Clinton administration supports efforts to include tobacco
farmers and rural communities in
a global tobacco seulement.
"This agreement will have to
go through Congress," Smith
said. "Hopefully, the interests of
the farmers will be protected."
Smith also said the administration and tobacco supporters have
more in common than meets the
eye, despite efforts from the administration to fight teen
smoking.
Smith called a recent meeting
at the White House between key
administration figures and tobacco leaders as "historic." Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman, Secretary of Health and Human Services Donna Shalala and
Bruce Reid of the White House
were involved.

The foundation was recently
established .to -accept donations
and other gifts to the hospital. It
will oversee ownership and operations of the proposed wellness
center.
Several months ago, a proposal
to build the facility at the Murray
City park was defeated by city
officials.
Wednesday, MCCH Attorney
Steve Sanders presented the
board with a set of bylaws which
the board approved.
"These are just a starting
point," Sanders said, after sugJesting the foundation.consist of
members of the hospital staff,
community residents and MCCH
board members.
"Physicians usually hear the
public's comments, so we (especially) need to get the physicians
behind this," Sanders said.
*Held an executive session to
discuss personnel matters.

Hog...
FROM PAGE 1
highest level of statistical reliability: The number of farm jobs
fell as the number of hogs went
up. Allen said.
Hog farms have become controversial as larger operators
proposed facilities in several Nebraska counties and across the
country. Concerns have been
raised about odor and possible
groundwater contamination.
A consultant to the Center for
Rural Affairs in Walthill, Nancy
Thompson, said she was concerned that Allen failed to determine whether higher hog numbers in individual counties came
from one or two big expansions
or a lot of small ones.
"He's not comparing one system to another," she said. "I

"There were a number of
things that everyone agrees on
and one area of agreement is
youth smoking. tt's an adult habit
— and even producers recognize
that." Smith said. "When I was
growing up on a tobacco farm,
my father told me that I was not
old enough to smoke it until I
was old enough to buy it."

don't know of anybody who's
argued that you don't get some
economic spurts from any new
business that comes into town.
What the (other) studies show is
that when you compare economic
development potential of smaller
operations with those of largescale confinements, that the
smaller operations produce more
economic benefit because of the
multiplier effect. And that's just
because you've got more people
in a community or county."
Allen said he has heard concerns from opponents and proponents of hog farms that the real
impact is not reflected in the
data. But he said he felt some
pressure to produce at least some
results before lawmakers meet in
Nebraska's 1998 legislative session and other policy makers devote attention to hog confinement
issues.
"If we wait a year to come out
and say this is where we're at,
does this help decision makers? I
don't think so," Allen said.
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FROM PAGE 1
for volunteers," said Mary Kay
Howard, the MHS council's treasurer. "I wanted to as soon as I
heard about it.
"I just felt so badly for those
students. I know if it had happened here, we would have been
devastated and would want somebody to help."
The MHS Student Council also
will donate $100 to the effort,
Howard said.
Emily Pyle, president of the
Calloway County council, said
her organization usually raises
money for local charities, but decided to help the Heath girl after
they learned about the breakfast.
"We thought it was a good
cause," Pyle said. "This is just
another way we can help the
community."
The local schools are among
12 area high schools participating
in the fundraiser. More than
$1,200 in cash and food has been
donated, and Modern Woodmen
of the World has said it will
match proceeds up to the $2,500.
The cost of the breakfast is $4
for adults and $2 for children. Paducah Tilghman also will collect
Christmas presents for Missy
Jenkins at the event.
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Mayor drops
property tax
FORT LAWN, S.C. (AP) —
Mayor Earl Thrailkill wasn't
looking for a way to get reelected: He simply wanted to
save taxpayers a few dollars.
And he found just the ticket: a
whole year without property
taxes for this town of 780 residents in Chester County.
Thrailkill, who isn't even up
for re-election, said he, the town
council and town clerk discovered that abolishing the property
tax actually would save money.
Fort Lawn collects $42,000 in
a local sales tax and about
$20,000 in property taxes —
which run about $76 on a
$100,000 house. But the town
must give more than $20,000 of
the sales tax to the state. If the
town doesn't have a property tax,
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Fort Lawn will still balance its
$151,740 budget and pay for two
police officers, a fire station, the
senior center and other services.
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collection, is, most-simply stated, the love story of
David and MaryAnne Pectin. But it is also
everyone's love stay,for it is about the norms that
all relationships must face yhen the blissful state of
romance vanishes into one of real-life challenges
and difficulties. We often forget that it is in the hard
times that we truly see what is best in love as well as
in life. Though love may be temporarily darkened.
true love never gives in, or up, but holds tight to
noble ideas, which transcend this earth and all time.
The Letter is also about our pasts and our
individual quests to discover who we are. In The
Letter, David Parkin sets out on a journey to find his
mother, a woman who abandoned him when he was
a child. In truth, however, David is searching for
himself as he seeks to free himself from the pain of
her rejection and his fear that he was somehow
unworthy of her love. In a sane. David's search is
the same journey we are all puisuing. We are all
seeking love.
Also available. The Christmas Box and Time
Piece.
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Transport story told to nation on Primetime Live'
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The parents of one of the girls
killed in the Heath High School
shootings want the family of the
man who received their
daughter's lungs not to dwell on
the tragedy that inspired their
gift.
Nicole Hadley was one of three
teen-agers shot to death by
another student earlier this month
at the West Paducah school. Nicole's parents, Chuck and Gwen
Hadley, made most of her organs
available for transplants.
Nicole's lungs were transplanted into Tom Hereford of Jeffersonville, Ind., only hours after
the shooting. The television program "PrimeTime Live" aired a
segment Wednesday night on the
extraordinary events that connected the Hereford and Hadley
families.
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"I wanted them to know, don't
feel any guilt," Gwen Hadley
said during the 20-minute segment. "If Nicole was going to
die, Nicole was going to die. To
recieve her lungs, that was a gift.
"That was Nicole's wish.
She's always said she wanted to
do that. We all knew that was her
wish."
Hereford suffered from alpha 1
antitrypsin deficiency, a disorder
that can trigger emphysema. Although it can be treated with
drugs, by the time Hereford's
condition was properly diagnosed, his lungs had deteriorated
beyond repair.
He was placed on the waiting
list for new lungs in August. By
that time, he could take only a
few steps before losing his
breath.
Hereford told correspondent

Connie Chung during the piece
that he often thinks about the
14-year-old girl whose lungs now
keep him alive, wondering what
she was like and wishing she
didn't have to die so he could
live.
"Her death has made my life
possible, but I'm sure most anybody would want for that to have
happened differently," said Hereford, 42.
"A 14-year-old child donating
organs is not something you see
very often, nor is it something
you want to see," he said. "I
can't imagine what it would be
like (for her parents) to deal with
that, and make a rational and
compassionate decision like
that."
Hereford did not actually meet
Hadley's parents when ABC
News flew them to Louisville

to go back to his old job as a lab
has been all positive for us,"
technician because of the risk of
Thomas III said. —The Hadleys
exposure to viruses and bacteria
are the amazing people, to me. I
that could wreak havoc on his
am amazed at the depth of their
transplant-weakened immune
faith."
system.
Hereford is expected to leave
The Hadleys brought several Louisville's Jewish Hospital beThat's fine, though. He said he
pictures of Nicole as well as a fore the end of the week. He will
is grateful for the chance to do
duplicate of one of her favorite stay with his parents at their
anything at this point.
stuffed animals — Winnie the Louisville home as he begins the
"I am definitely very thankPooh — to let Hereford know a
ful," Hereford said.
next phase of his recovery.
little bit about the young girl that
"I'm breathing better than I
ultimately saved his life.
can ever remember," he said
Tuesday.
Hereford, who underwent the
While he still has a long way
transplant Dec. 2, said his doctors
to go — there is still a threat of
ruled out the face-to-face meeting
his body rejecting Nicole's lungs
for fear it would be too stressful,
and
he must undergo physical
ALL NATURAL T-LITE•
although Chung interviewed him
therapy to regain his strength —
WITH CHROMIUM PICOUNATE
separately for the program.
Hereford is eager to return to a
Available at all:
The elder Hereford said meetnormal
routine.
Leading Discount Stores
ing the Hadleys was a sobering
He said doctors don't want him
& Pharmacies
moment amid his own family's
joy.
nr
neKelt
nivoir
"I keep-telling people that this
, LiNTINNtekio
ataihrir.:
from western Kentucky last
week. His parents, Carolyn and
Thomas III, and brother Paul
stood in for him in the filmed
meeting.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton today announced an
open-ended commitment of U.S.
troops to Bosnia-Herzegovina,
saying forces will remain there as
part of a NATO-led peacekeeping
force beyond his earlier deadline
of June 1998.
"A full and fair reading of
Bosnia's history and honest assessment of the progress of the
last 23 months simply refutes the
proposition that the Dayton peace
agreement cannot work," Clinton
said.
"But if we pull out before the
job is done, Bosnia will almost
certainly will fall back into violence, chaos and ultimatley a war
every bit as bloody as one that
was stopped."
was setThe president aid
ending the
ting no deadline
U.S. military mission in Bosnia.
He said he was wrong to have
promised a withdrawal by June
1998.
"I honestly believed that in 18
months we could get this done,"
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Clinton said. "I wasn't right, so I
don't want to make that error
again."
Vice President Al Gore and
Defense Secretary William Cohen
stood by as Clinton made his announcement in the White House
briefing room.
About 8,500 Americans currently serve in the 32,000-strong
Stabilization Force, or SFOR.
The president is scheduled to
fly to Bosnia on Sunday night to
spread some holiday cheer in the
battered former Yugoslav republic and to buck up the troops.
He said some members of Congress had agreed to go with him.
Clinton said the size and duration of the new commitment
would be determined by NATO.
But whatever it decides "must
have substantial support from
Congress and the American people," Clinton said.
He declined to say whether
U.S. troops would be out of Bosnia by the end of his term in January 2001 but said he does not

believe in a permanent presence
in Bosnia.
The NATO-led force, which
includes troops from non-allied
nations such as Russia, was sent
to Bosnia two years ago to ensure
that the military aspects of the
Dayton peace accords were implemented. An additional mission
for the troops was to create a
stable environment for civilian
reconstruction.
One year ago, as the original
NATO peacekeeping mission in
Bosnia was about to expire. Clinton decided a smaller mission
was needed for another 18
months. Defense Secretary Cohen
initially told Congress that June
1998 was a hard deadline for the
withdrawal of all U.S. troops
from Bosnia.
That view softened in recent
months as it became apparent that
a peacekeeping force without
American participation would not
succeed, and that Bosnia's peace
was too fragile to endure without
an international military
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presence.
Today, Clinton said Bosnia
"remains poised on a tightrope"
and cannot achieve political and
economic stability without U.S.
assistance.
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it's both Republicans and Democrats. It's both sides who are
a middle of the road voting re- spending the money."
Baesler said another key issue
cord since moving to
year will be school
next
Washington.
He said he expects the
vouchers.
Locally, State Rep. Freed Curd
nominee, U.S.
Republican
likely
is heading up Baesler's
Rep. Jim Bunning, to come out
campaign.
"He's the man to win in this for vouchers on education.
"What you're doing is taking
race and I think he will help Murout of our public schools,"
money
Curd
ray and Calloway County,"
said. "He has a big advantage on Baesler said.
Baesler also touted polling that
the other candidates. He knows
him leading Bunning in a
shows
hunting
won't
be
Washington. He
race.
head-to-head
for the bathroom."
is to see all of
goal
"Their
But one question on Baesler's
Republicans,"
with
Kentucky
money.
Owen,
a
candidacy is
Louisville businessman who has Baesler said. "I don't think Kenmade millions of cable television, tucky will stand for it."
spent $400,000 in a Congressional campaign in Jefferson
County in 1994 — and is expected to drop big bucks in a bid
for the Senate.
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Bibles • Books • Cards • Gifts
UK Apparel • Gifts • Accessories
• Children's Books • Christmas Tapes
• Gaither Videos

Plus An Exclusive Line of
UK Memorabilia'97-'98
Media Guides & Poster Calendars

"This race is not going to be
won in the air," Baesler said. "It
will be won ib the ground and I
want people to see my name all
across the state."

Beanies
& PLUSH
Available

Court Square • Murray • 753-7222
"Your Complete Gift Headquarters"

Hardware

*6,

Chestnut Street
753-2571 or 753-4110

Ages 0-5

Open
Sunday
12-5
Until Christmas

7534227

"We need it," Baesler said.
"We need to ban soft money right
now. We need full disclosure on
every campaign. In Washington,

010
1
"IL

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Call For Openings

Baesler said he supports campaign finance reform.

low

"I think he's the only choice in
the Democratic primary," Curd
said. "He's got a down to earth
style that folks here really like."

7itarkfue

"You're going to see a lot of
easy 30-second solutions that are
not going to be useful," Baesler
said.

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Happy Holidays
Wishing all our friends and
customers a joyous season and
the very best in the new year.
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Guess.

Curd said he expects Baesler to
run well in the county.

AUTO

Baesler also said the full ballot
next spring, which will include
federal and local races, will also
crowd the airways.

.J

In his visit to Murray on Wednesday, Baesler also visited with
students at Calloway Middle
School and an agriculture leadership group at Murray State
University.
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lain Office
Friday, December 19
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University Office
Monday, December 22
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FROM OUR READERS
Sheriff requirements listed
Dear Editor:
With the primary election coming up in May, 1998 and the general
election in November, 1998, I have received many requests concerning
what is expected of anyone who wants to run for Sheriff in Kentucky.
Attributes that will help someone in their desire to be elected include;
honesty;a high degree of integrity; decency with morals second to none;
faith in God; a strong Code of Ethics as adopted by the Kentucky
Sheriffs' Association; be at least 24 years old with no felony arrests; and
have a good knowledgeable background in law enforcement.
Mandatory training will be a pre-requisite which will be forthcoming
in the next legislature. A Merit System could also be put into place.
Governor Patton who attended the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association's
annual conference, said he will encourage the legislators to include the
sheriffs and deputies in the KLEFP funding for the first time in history.
This is very WeiCOITIC-neWS to-each -sheriffs office. We are thankful
to
Governor Patton for this support.
- We-are now getting involved in many counties with the Triad concept
which puts Sheriffs' Offices, Chiefs' of Police, and the AARP working
together to help prevent crime against the senior population
of our
communities.
We want to express our deep appreciation to all the member
s of the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys and Girls Ranch for their continuing
support
which helps us to make this camp one of the best in
the
We would also like to thank you, the media, for helping --USA.
us
desire to let people know all about our Ranch and our Kentucky in our
Sheriffs'
Association. Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to
all of you.
Ray H. Stoess
Executive Director
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch
P.O. Box 57, Gilbertsville, KY 42044

Republicans and Democrats
agreed on one thing before Rep.
Dan Burton's Oversight Committee
hearing, and that is the high level of
integrity they ascribe to Attorney
General Janet Reno and FBI Director Louis Fitch. But it isn't their
integrity that is at issue, at least not
yet. It is the lack of integrity in the
Clinton White House that has
spread like cancer throughout the
entire administration.
Hardly a day goes by without
some new revelation or discovery of
documents, long under subpoena,
but conveniently "overlooked" by
stare-people ignorant that such documents were covered under any
one of numerous requests.
There were several new revelations last week. The Los Angeles
Times reported in a front-page story
that a man named Antonio Pan
allegedly took envelopes stuffed
with bundles of $50 and $100 bills
through, several middle-income
Asian-American 'communities in
Los Angeles. The newspaper reported that Pan dispensed most of
the $80,000 to businesses and acquaintances and received in return
- checks _ made out. to "DNC,"_ the
Democratic National Committee.
Whose cash was this,and who hired
Pan, who has ties to Indonesia's
Lippo group and its owners, the
Riady family? The Times says the
money originated in the Bank of

Cal Thomas
Syndicated .cotiumnist
China in the account of a Macao
businessman named Ng Lap Scng.
And it reports the money made its
way to the Washington, D.C., bank
account of another close Clinton
friend, Yah Lin "Charlie" Tile. Pan
and Tric are conveniently not in the
country.
Newly "discovered" documents
turned over to House and Senate
committees include references to
President Clinton making phone
calls to big political donors and
referring to White House coffees as
"money" events. Why isn't this, the
illegal raising of'campaign" Money inside the White House, the "specific and credible evidence" the
attorney general says she needs to
name an independent counsel? The
_White House has denied any fund
raising or intentions CoMiso flinch it
the coffees. Major portions of the
notes were blacked out, like some
top-secret CIA document retrieved
under a Freedom of Information
Act.

I iAAD VAVOM DOG WHEN
I WAS A KID— 4s NNE
\HAS /EKE. I 11414K
CALL fv\`( NEW DOG ZEKE,

Dear Editor:
I want to compliment Murray State University. Saturday, December
13, 1997, they found two singers who could and did sing the "Star
Spangled Banner" like it was intended without "jazzing it up."
Robert 0. Miller
201 South 5th Si, Murray, Ky. 42071
-

14444.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed WhiVield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines" all letters must be Wed by the Whiff, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be publishe)). Letters should he typewritten and should he on topics o general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The 'Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers,
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& TitlICS. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Then there was the bizarre case of
the late M. Larry Lawrence, whose
remains will now be exhumed from
Arlington National Cemetery after
it was revealed he probably lied
about his World War 11 record. The
way the administration handled this
was typical. First, there were strong
denials of favoritism to a big donor.
Then, obfuscation, as scores of

"^-

Tb

waivers of people with apparently
legitimate burial claims were made
public. Next came the predictable
personal attacks by various White
House spokesmen against the "radical right" and "hate radio." And,
finally, the embarrassed admission
that there was truth to the original
charges.
When will the lies, the stonewalling,and the cover-ups catch up with
this bunch? Unless Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr is preparing
a bombshell of nuclear strength, it
appears it may never, at least not as
long as those who are accountable to
the administration remain in charge
of the investigation.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader
Kentucky's county attorney have two-thirds of a good idea, and
maybe even a whole one, with their proposal to make crime a paying proposition for local governments and victims.
The county attorneys are proposing legitlation that'would allow
counties to require jail inmates who can afford it to pay the cost of
their incarceration; allow counties to put jail inmates to work at
public jobs; and allow courts to use wage attachments and property
liens to ensure that criminals make restitution to their victims.
We can't find any objections to making criminals with money
foot the bill for their stay in the hoosegow. Nor can we think of a
reason not to give courts more clout in assuring restitution for
victims.
Our concerns stem from the work portion of this plan. They are
not concerns that reflect any opposition to putting prisoners to
work. There's nothing wrong with that.
We do wonder, though, about the types of jobs prisoners would
be asked to perform, and whether using inmate labor for these tasks
would have an adverse effect on the local job market. The latter
question takes on increased significance in light of the push to put
welfare recipients to work.
If we're talking about using prisoners for such tasks as cleaning
up roadside trash or illegal garbage dumps, fine. Have at it. These
are the sorts of chores that desperately need doing, but that local
governments rarely have money to pay people to do.
But if the jobs we put inmates to doing keep law-abiding citizens
from finding work, it's another matter entirely.
We don't think that's what the county attorneys have in mind,
but it's a question legislators ought to answer conclusively before
enacting this proposal into law.

Janis Kearney, special assistant
to the president and records manager for the Oval Office,turned over
papers to the White House early last
month, which gave them to Congress last Monday.The papers summarize the president's daily activities between November 1995 and
December 1996, and depict White
House efforts to deal with the
growing controversy over fund raising as the election approached. As
usual, White House counsel Lanny
Davis expressed ignorance, a favorite word of his, about why exactly
-Ms. -Kearney did not produce the
documents when they were requested. Davis denied Rep. Burton's
charge of a White House cover-up.
If ever there was the appearance
of, if not actual, conflict of interest,
the-- specter a - Attorney General
Reno investigating the very president to whom she owes her job is
one. Again, it isn't a question of her
integrity. It is a question of what the
independent counsel statute was

ERE:ZEKE

•

Miller compliments MSU

designed to do. Reno was asked by
Rep. Chris Cox,a California Republican, whether she has even begun
a preliminary investigation of Antonio Pan or Charlie Trie or another
infamous fund-raiser, John Huang.
In each case, she said she had not.
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GOP gains no ground on tax cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans are gearing up for a tax
cut campaign next year, and
while President Clinton says he
hasn't decided wifther he'll be
proposing one of his own, he
can't afford to concede them the
issue.
Simplified, lower taxes are too
salable a campaign point for the
White House to let that happen as
the Democrats try to defy the history of losses by the president's
party in mid-term congressional
elections.
"I can't say at this time that I
will have anything to say about
tax cuts in the State of the Union," Clinton said. But by that
time, after Congress reconvenes
on Jan. 27, he probably will.
Indeed, he said at his end-ofthe-year news conference this
week that he agrees in principle
with the reduction at the top of
the GOP tax agenda, to undo the
so-called marriage penalty, which
puts couples with two jobs into
higher tax brackets than they'd
face singly.
"But on the other hand, Ws
like every other tax cut," Clinton
said. "There are a lot of other tax
cuts that might be desirable, but
how would you pay for them?
"How would you not increase
the deficit? How would you keep
the budget moving toward
balance?"
That's one dilemma. There's
another: Republicans won control
of Congress after depicting Clin-

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press colunuast
ton as a Democratic tax-raiser in
sooner, perhaps in 1998.
the 1994 campaign. He said they
But Clinton said there should
"successfully argued that we had
not be rash decisions that might
a tax increase in the '93 budget
do economic harm. "We don't
for ordinary Americans," which
want to spend money we don't
he insisted wasn't really so.
yet have," he said Dec. 5, a line
that might have come from an
But his budget that year —
earlier
GOP playbook.
enacted without a single Republican vote in Congress — did inThe Strategy Republican leadclude taxes, a gasoline tax iners have outlined for the election
crease among them, as he put deyear is to push tax cuts and dare
ficit reduction ahead of the
Clinton to say the government
middle class tax Cut he'd promcan't afford them.
ised in 1992.
The 1993 strategy worked,
"That's a debate we'll have all
of next year," House Speaker
Clinton said when he announced
Newt Gingrich said as Congress
that the budget deficit for this
year was $22.6 billion, the lowest
recessed. He's also promising lein 23 years, down from nearly
gislation to scrap the current tax
code by 2001 and replace it with
$300 billion when he took office.
But as Clinton observed earlier
a simpler system, a flat or flatter
this month, the deficit is down,
tax, or a national sales tax, after
not out. Budgets are to be baRepublicans find a consensus on
lanced by 2002 under the plan
which they want.
Clinton and Congress agreed
Clinton said Tuesday the govupon, and it includes $152 billion
ernment
should not abandon the
in tax cuts over the next five
discipli
ne
that has deficits comyears.
ing down, and that the tax code
Since the thriving economy
should be simpler.
was driving deficits down before
the budget deal, there arc suggesThere's already legislation to
tions that it may be balanced overhaul the Internal
Revenue

Service, passed by the House,
due for Senate approval next
year. The administration initially
opposed a more drastic reorganization plan, signing on to the
modified version after Senate
hearings that dramatized IRS abuses. Now Clinton is urging passage, thus staking a share of the
issue.
The president said he wasn't
ruling out an administration proposal on tax simplification, and
wasn't ready to say yes or no to
additional cuts. He said anything
he'd support would have to be
fiscally responsible, fair to all
Americans, economically sound
and a real step toward a simpler
system.
"Now within those parameters,
any proposals that meet those
criteria, I think I am duty bound
to consider supporting," he said.
The election year odds are that
he'll find proposals to fit his
terms — and answer the GOP
campaign.
"He is looking at many
ideas," spokesman Michael
McCurry said Wednesday. "The
Treasury Department is reviewing many ideas. ... He's not endorsing. specific measures."
Not yet.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national polities for more than 30 'ears.
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Mrs. Nanney will be 98 Dec. 22
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Auction to benefit Santa project
Silent bids are currently being accepted at the Murray Family/
Youth Resource Center, 814 Poplar St., for "Princess" Beanie Babies during normal business hours, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Thursday, Dec. 18. A radio auction of "Princess" Beanie Babies will be
Friday, Dec. 19, from 10 to 10:30 a.m. on WSJP. Vintage Rose Emporium has donated 12 of the beanie babies, to benefit the Santa Project. Fifty more children have been added to the list for those needing Christmas. For more information call Glenda at WSJP,
753-2400, Murray Resource Center at 759-9592, or Calloway Family
Resource Center at 753-3070.

Christmas in the Park planned
Christmas in the Park by South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will be Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Dec. 19, 20 and 21,
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. each night at Murray-Calloway County Park.
The program will be in the large pavilion in the park across the
parking lot from the Playhouse in the Park. The public is urged to
see this special event at the local park.

Mrs. Pearl Starks Nanney of Almo will celebrate her 98th birthday on
Monday, Dec. 22, 1997. She still maintains her own home. Her husband,
Lucion Davis Nanney, died July 29, 1978. One daughter, Wynona
O'Brien of Paducah, is deceased. She has three living daughters, Lavonia Rowland and husband, Clyde, of Almo, and Zenia Bonds and Gwendolyn Leath, both of Hemet, Calif.

V-40.11

YMCA activities planned
Murray Family YMCA has special events planned. Parents Night
Out for 5-year-olds and up will be Friday, Dec. 19, from 6:30 to 10
p.m. at the YMCA Teen Center. Parents Day Out will be at YMCA
Teen Center on Saturday, Dec. 20, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. which will
include pizza, movie and games. Holiday Child Care Camps for 5 to
12-year-olds will be from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at North Elementary School on Dec. 22, 23, 29, 30 and 31 and Jan. 2. For more
I information
•
or to register for the events call 753-0228.

Parents' Night Out planned
First Baptist Church will have Parents' Night Out on Friday, Dec.
19, at 6 p.m. The cost will be $3 per child. For reservations call the
church office, 753-1854.

Hazel club to wrap gifts
Hazel Woman's Club will have its fundraising project of wrapping
gifts for customers at Wal-Mart of Murray. They will wrap on Dec.
19 and 20 starting at 10 a.m.; on Dec. 21 starting at 1 p.m.; and on
Dec. 22 starting at 9 a.m.

Athletic meeting on Thursday
The Calloway County Schools' committee for long range planning
of athletic facilities has changed its meeting from today (Wednesday) to Thursday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. in the office of Calloway
County Board of Education. Athletic Director Bill Cowan said the
meeting has been changed to a night meeting so that more parents
will have the opportunity to attend.

Grain meeting on Thursday
Calloway County Extension Service will host a Grain Marketing
meeting on Thursday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Dr. Steve Riggins, grain
marketing specialist from the Department of Agricultural Economics
at University of Kentucky, will be the featured speaker, according to
Jay Stone, CEA for Agriculture in Calloway County. Refreshments
will be served.

Children's event on Saturday
"Milk and Cookies With Santa" will be Saturday, Dec. 20, from 9
to 11 a.m. at Murray Country Club. This is for members and their
children. For more information call Michelle Whitaker at 753-5206.

Westside Choir program Sunday
The Adult Choir of Westside Baptist Church will present a speical
Christmas program, "Tree of Light," on Sunday, Dec. 21, at 6 p.m.
The church is located at 207 Robertson Road South, Murray. The
public is invited.

Sugar Creek plans program
The Youth of Sugar Creek Baptist Church will present its annual
Christmas program on Sunday, Dec. 21, at 6 p.m. Directors for the
' program will be Anita Crass, Caroline Cossey, Karen Kelso and Patrice Wyatt; Refreshments will IN served following the program. The
public is invited.

W.A.T.C.H. selling cards
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities center for the handicapped) is offering their Christmas cards for sale at $8 per package of 20. Cards
may be purchased at the center at 702 Main St., Murray, or call
759-1965 for delivery. Proceeds from the cards will go towards the
operation of the center. Cards may also be purchased at Calloway
County Public Library, Charlie's Pharmacy, Owen's Food Market,
Pier 1, Storey's Food Giant, and Walter's Pharmacy.

Magazine Club to meet Friday
Murray Magazine Club will meet Friday, Dec. 19, at 2 p.m. at
Racer Inn. Katherine Morris will be hostess.
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Wendi Leigh Ann Nyert
and Daniel Ray Jaco

SUBSCRIBE

Nyert and Jaco vows
will be said on Jan. 3
Wendi Leigh Ann Nyert and Daniel Ray Jaco announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Nyert is the daughter and stepdaughter of Tina Marie Griggs
and Derek James Griggs of 155 Gobo Rd., Kirksey, and the daugthter
of Richard Nyert of Independence, Mo.
She is the granddaughter of Richard and Josephine Christiansen of
Brewers, of Ceila and James Griggs of Kirksey, and of Phil and
Martha Nyert of Independence, Mo.
Mr. Jaco is the son of Leland and Brenda Axelson of 19 Lane St.,
Dexter. He is the grandson of Doc and Jane Pecel of Farmersville,
Texas.
The bride-elect attended Calloway County High School. The
groom-elect is employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 3, 1998, at 1 p.m. at CUITiS
Center Banquet 1, Murray State University.
A reception will follow at the CUrriS Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

'Twas the week before Christmas and
all through the house, we've marked
down our prices
On order from Spouse!

20%on
Most Everything
3 Days Only
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
The East Village (Hwy 94E) • Murray • 7:,
Mon -Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Mrs. Mary Belle Adelman, Hazel;
Buell Payne Hargis, Almo;
Mrs. April Jo Ezell and baby boy,
and Mrs. Sherry Louise Myers and
baby boy, New Concord;
Hugh Wallace, Huie James Warren,
Mrs. Lisa Marie Rutledge, Allen Chatty,
Bruce E. Downs,
Mrs. Sarah Smith and baby boy,
Mrs. Carrie A. Martin Groves and baby
girl, Mrs. Geneva Watson,
Miss Elizabeth Lyn Grogan, Daniel
May, and Mrs. Deborah Ann Frerichs,
all of Murray.
Expiration
Allen R. Morton, Murray.
•

•

•
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109 S. 4th St. * Murray
* 753-1462
Layaway * Visa * Mastercard
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For emergency spackling to
fill small holes in plaster walls,
use a small dab of toothpaste.
Let dry before painting.
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Kentucky Farm Bureau

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Lee baby boy, mother, Linda Boggs,
Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mr.s Joan Cook Lewis, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Margaret Beauton Osborne,
Hazel;
Mrs. Edith Aritta Norton, New Concord; Mrs. Cathy Jo Moreland, Water
Valley;
Mrs. Florence A. Pritchard, Mrs
Ann Eliza Gilbert, Mrs. Myrtle Lavanche Turner,
Mrs. Frances Butterworth, Mrs.
Sammie F. Snow, and Mrs. Trucille
Kemp, all of Murray.
• • • •
Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Dec. 17, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Falk baby girl, mother, Rachelle
Falk, Murray;
Gallagher baby girl, mother, Elizabeth Pugh, Murray;
Bryan baby girl, parents, Miranda
and Williams, Murray.
Dismissals
Billy Ray Futrell, Cadiz; Mrs. Desiree A. Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.;

I

182 Days

PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

4.25%

$1000

5.05% $1000
12 Months 4.90% $500
9 Months

24 Months 5.00%

Wm

60 Months 5.20% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual percentage
yields are effective
December 17, 1997.

Modal Kombat

•
Matinee Shows
•
•
Saturday &
•
Sunday Only!
•
•
Program info.
75::-3314 •

Krorr Money Martel Cooler 767-2233
Maul Office in, & Main • North Branch 17th & Orannut • South
Branch 12th & Stagy • 767-BANK
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Students help Need Line

CALENDAR
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•
JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo
Salvation Army on
While this photographer was ringing bells for The
students, just
School
High
County
Calloway
Saturday at Wal-Mart, some
and collecting money
customers
for
gifts
wrapping
were
own,
their
on
Amber Cain and April
for Need Line. Pictured, from left, are Ben Lamb,
Powell.
Ricky
and
Powell
Philip
Cain. Not pictured are

We're Here For You
Call toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345
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SIRMIAT'S'
of Murray
Holiday Hours Thru December 23
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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Closing at 5 p.m. Christmas Eve
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Thursday, Dec. 1$
Athletic Facilities Long Range Planning Committee/7 p.m./Calloway
County Board of Education office.
Grain Mark•tIng meeting/7
p.m./Weaks Center Auditorium. Public
invited.
Murray Elementary School SBDM
Council/6 p.m./school guidance office.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public LIbray. Info/759-4556.
Hazel Woman's Club/6:30 p.m/Brass
Lantern, Aurora.
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club/1:30 p.m./club house.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Health Express of MCCH/Hoskins
Bar-b-que at Folsomdale/12:30-2:30
p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./MCCH Education Unit.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library Holiday Open House/9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
West View Nursing Home Station
Three Christmas Party/2 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Session
meeting/7 p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Calloway County High School Lakers
playing in Tilghman Basketball
Tournament.
Murray High School Tigers host basketball game with Mayfield.
Murray High School Lady Tigers play
basketball game at Lone Pak.
Murray State University Racers hosts
basketball game with Campbellsville/7
p.m.
Murray State University Lady Racers play basketball game at St.
Louis/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 18
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 pin.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 19
Victoria Ann Hollon and Randall Anthony Waller wedding/6 p.m./First
Chrietlin Church. Reception at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Christmas in the Park by South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church/6-8:30 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Calloway County Public Library Holiday Open House/9 a.m.-5 p.m.
"Princess" Beanie Babies'
auction/10-10:30 a.m./Radio WSJP.
Benefit for children of local resource
centers.
•
Hazel Woman's Club gift wrapping/10
a.m./Muray Wal-Mart.
Murray Magazine Club/2 p.m./Racer
Inn with Katherine Morris as hostess.
West View Nursing Home devotion
by the Rev. Jim Simmons/11 a m ;
Calloway Freshman Choir/2 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-to 2 p.m.
for senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m. and Bridge Club/1 p.m.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
Main STINT Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Parents Night Out by Family YMCA/
6:30-10 p.m./YMCA Teen Center.
Info/753-0228.
Memorial Baptist Church Prime Time
trip to Kentucky Dory and dinner/5:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Youth to Opryland Christmas in the Park/3:45 p.m.;
Parents' Night Out/6 p.m.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Calloway County High School Lady Lakers play basketball game at Dayiess County.
Calloway County High School Lakers
playing in Tilghman Basketball
Tournament.
All grade rolls at Murray State must
be turned in to Registration office,
Sparks Han, by 1 p.m. Info/762-3741.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
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Don'tjustjoin the Y, use the Y.
Jump Start's personal coaches will personally guide you to wellness. Introductory fee is $49 plus your YMCA membership.
Are Available

Gift Certificates
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THETA DEPARTMENT photo
Maxine Scott, left, and Ginny Harper, members of the Civic Committee
of Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club, are getting ready to
leave the club house on Monday, Dec. 15, with gifts members had
brought for participants in the Shared Care Program of MurrayCalloway County Hospital at the Weeks Community Center. Not pictured
is Gean Cherry, also a member of the Civic Committee.

Nathan Thomas Sittig born
Mr. and Mrs. Darryl E. Sittig
of Kirk scy are the parents of their
first child, Nathan Thomas Sittig,
born on Friday, Dec. 5, 1997, at
11:22 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
2
/
four ounces and measured 211
inches. The mother is the former
Amanda Outland of Murray.
Maternal grandparents are
Marc and Judy Roth of Kirksey,
and Kenny 0. Outland of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are Gene

and Buenita Sittig of Raleigh, Ill.
Maternal great-grandparents
are Hazel Jones and the late
Doug Jones of Murray. Paternal
great-grandparents are the Rev.
Vola L. and Laverne Sittig of Eldorado, Ill., Susie Soper of Raleigh, Ill., and the late Kenneth E.
Patterson.
A paternal great-greatgrandmother was Ms. Lacie Lee
Roberts of Harrisburg, Ill., who
died shortly after the birth of the
baby.
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Daisy Troop visits residents
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Students get shopping spree
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Daisy Troop 1965 visited residents at the local nursing homes recently
They made fruit baskets and paper turkeys telling for what they are
thankful. Pictured visiting West View residents are Taylor Butler, Sarah
Crouch, Kathryn Wilson, Morgan Steiner. Joe Hal Thornton, Claire Barnett, Gill Zigbert, Meg Henry and Autumn Denton Not pictured are
Alaina Mikulcik and Hannah Cochran.

Alcott will compete
Calloway County's Junior
Miss, Autumn Alcott, will compete in this year's Kentucky Junior Miss Program, Jan. 3-11 at
Lexington.
If selected as Kentucky's Junior Miss, Alcott will represent
the state in the national finals to
be held i. Mobile, Ala.
Kentucky Junior Miss is part
of a nationwide endeavor to
honor and reward the country's
outstanding high school girls for
their achievements. The areas in
which contestants are evaluated
are: judges interview, scholastic
achievement, creative and performing arts, fitness, and presence and composure.
More than $34 million in col-

lege scholarships and awards are
offered annually to contestants at
the local, state and national
levels. More than $87,000 in cash
scholarships are awarded at the
national finals each year, with
America's Junior Miss receiving
a $30,000 scholarship to attend
the college of her choice.
The American's Junior Miss
Scholarship Program is made
possible nationally through the
generous support of Coca-Cola
USA, the City of Mobile, Mobile
County, and the state of
Alabama.
This year's Kentucky Junior
Miss program will be at the Singletary Center for the Arts on the
University of Kentucky campus,
Lexington.
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Your Choice
1/4 Carat 1/2 Carat Pi-i.

$299 $399 .$999
$2999

1/4 Carat
1/2 Carat$899
panreat

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Shelly
Weatherford, Special Education
student, and Dr. Tom Lough, assistant professor, of Murray State
University attended the National
Science Teachers Association's
(NSTA) Southern area convention held at Opryland Hotel,
Nashville, Dec. 4-6.
More than 4,000 teachers attended the convention to learn
about ht enewest strategies in science instruction and to gather information on the latest, most innovative teaching programs.
For three days, teachers, principals, administrators, and others
made science come alive by participating in more than 250 hands
on workshops, sessions, and short
courses, and listening to nationally recognized speakers.
Founded in 1944, the NSTA
seeks to promote excellence and
innovation in science teaching
and learning for all.
Its 53,000-plus members include science teachers of all
grade levels, science supervisors,

••••IM,

•

From 1876 to 1976, the average height of 18-year-old males in the
U.S. increased by about four inches.

CORRECTION,

"Moonray
Two Carats

In the Dec.16th & 17th edition of the Murray Ledger
& Times World of Sound's advertisement was
incorrectly printed. The correct address is 222
South 12th St., Murray.

per month

per month

D
iamond*
4
%
'5411(off
'TennI113racelets

$279.95 SAVE $50.00
We apologize If this Is any Inconvenience.

New! .41?
\Or'. "Rolex"
.
Style 14
.
9Y

c)ne Carat*
.0-44tp

4
Baguette
Diamonds
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$399
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Live Nativity Scene
Presented By The

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Dec. 19th, 20th & 21st 6-9 p.m.

vill4•40

administrators, scientists, business and industry repr.f...senentatives, and others involved in science education.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Robertson of
P.O. Box 1563, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Chelsea
Lee Robertson, born on Wednesday, Nov. 26, 1997, at 4:21 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds four ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Daffeney Bridges.
Maternal grandparents are Donald and Carolyn Bridges of Cadiz. Paternal grandparents are
Lorne and Tonda Peters of Cadiz.
Paternal great-grandparents are
Ralph and Sharon Houtchens of
Cadiz.

$1999
9,0

$999
$30

The JVC CD Player Special Is

few years. After taking several
workshops through the art guild,
she has studied art at both Paducah Community College and
Murray State University.
The regular gallery hours for
Keeling's exhibit are 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Friday and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday.
The gallery will be closed Dec.
24-26 and Dec. 31-Jan. 1. The
gallery is accessible to individuals with disabilities and all interested people are encouraged to
participate in guild activities.
For more information call
1-502-247-6971.

Robertson
girl is born

Princess

Certified 6: Appraised

Murrayans at meeting

.NT photo

Fancy Shape Solitaires

WATCH. photo
The Sinking Spring Baptist Church Baptist Young Women recently conducted their 14th annual "Shopping Spree" for the 54 individuals who
attend W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped).
The Baptist Young Women bought and wrapped over 120 gifts for
1V.A.T.C.H. family members. Pictured, from left, are Jimmy Baker, Patty
Knott, Jane Key, Becky Kimbro, Stephen Norsworthy, Brad On, and
Rita Finley. Not pictured is Karen Kuykendall.

Keeling displays art
The paintings of Mayfield artist Joyce Keeling are featured in
the exhibit at the Mayfield/
Graves County Art Guild's Gallery in the Ice House at 120
North Eighth St., Mayfield. The
exhibit opened Dec. 16 and will
continue through Jan. 10.
Keeling, recent co-winner of
BVest of Show Award at the
Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild's annual juried art show
IMPRESSIONS '97 with her
large oil painting, "Bedlam," has
a total of 17 works on display.
Keeling has had a lifelong interest in art but only started her
formal training within the past
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50% OFF
STOREWIDE
(Excluding Snowbabies & Dept. 56 Villages)
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Holiday
Store Hours
Weeknights tii 8 pm
Sundays 1-5 pm

JEWELERS

Chestnut Hill Shopping Center
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The Tharttttttd
Leader of the
Tri-State!

The Honors English IV/A.P.
classe
s under the direction of
Under normal conditions, use seven feet of
ancho
Mrs.
r
Lynda
line
for
each
Coleman at Calloway
foot of water when dropping anchor. If the
water is ten feet deep, County High School are now
you'll need 70 feet of anchor line.
in
the process of selling the 1998
edition of Recollections.
The hardbound book is written
about people, places, and inter\\111,Y
\IC \
esting issues concerning the hiswEl
tory of Calloway County.
WHO IS THE YMCA?•
This year's edition includes the
After-School Care
ziaJultip Start to Fitness
0;
following topics:
_> Day & Summer Camps s> Youth Stength Training rya
Parent/Child sports
PEOPLE — J.B. and Jo Burza Wien Center
MI
Parent's Night/Day Out
keen, Vergil Grogan, Dot Mason,
Aerobic Classes
CD
Water Exercise
Billy Mitchell, and Dr. Harry
as Corporate Cup Events
Personal Training
Adult Basketball
Sparks.
MSU Overnighter
Call 753-4295'759-YMCA
PLACES — Hardee's Restaurars
ant, Hih-Burger Restaurant, K &
N Rootbeer, Little Golden Pond,
History of Pine Bluff Shores,

x•

HELPS YOU JUMP START '9

Starting 9:00 a.m., Friday Dec. 19th

Newbero, and Swann's Grocery
Store.
ISSUES — Home Remedies,
Murder of Police Chief Novel
McReynolds, Tappan Strike, Tornada of 1964, and Strange
Sightings.
The books may be purchased
for $14 from any member of the
classes, or books may be purchased at the front office of the
high school.
For more information, Mrs.
Coleman may be contacted at
753-5479 (extension 189).
Books can also be mailed;
write in care of Lynda Coleman
at Calloway County High School,
2108 College Farm Rd., Murray,
KY 42071. A check for $17.50
must accompany the order to
cover purchase price and
shipping/handling.

Save 50
0
Io On All
Christmas Ornaments

Save 20% On Selected
Holiday Merchandise

It&

IjIuhil 1111110111$
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

Patricia King and Joe Jones of
310 Post Oak Dr., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Mercedez Caitlin Chamille King,
born on Thursday. Dec. 11,
19097, at 2:59 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds seven ounces and measured 20 inches.
Grandparents are Rose Collins,
Willard King, and Lou and Kelly
Jones.

Scam reported
by libraries
Ben Graves, director of Calloway County Public Library, said
a number of phone scams involving public libraries has been reported across the United States.
In some such scam the caller
represents himself as a representative of the public library and requests the called patron to provide credit card and social security numbers, supposedly to
provide verification for renewal
of the patrons' library cards.
Graves said this is not a practice of the local library as credit
card and social security numbers
are not asked for when getting a
library card.

Ne:Y.4-%. •
•
4

(Standing left to right) Charles E. Cook, M.D.;
Lewis Drake HI, M.D.; Conrad H.
Jones, M.D.; Brent Boles, M.D.; Thomas L. Green
, M.D.(Seated left to right) Julie
Boles, MSN, ARNP; Janice Thurmond,
MSN, ARNP; Sherry Freeman, RNC,
ARNP.

extend a warm holiday greeting
to all our patients, friends
and families.
May you have a safe, healthy
and Happy New Year.

NEED LINE photo
Members of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at Murra
y State University are
pictured after they had brought in over 15,000
pounds of canned food
for Murray-Calloway County Need Line. The membe
rs collected the fooa
in their annual service project for Need Line.
Kathie Gentry, executive
director, expressed appreciation to the fraternity
for their help at this
holiday season.

including sale items
Located behind Rocky Mt. Chocolates

Eddyville Outlet Mall
388-4466

Saturday Hours• New Patienu Welcome•Diagnosis & Treatment of Osteopo
rosis•
& Low Risk Obstetrics • Menopause Treatment & Therapy • Incontinence Treatme High
nt •
Infertility Treatment • Gynecologic Surgery • Advanced Laparoscopic
Surgery

Stay cool this summer with recipes that go from the refrigerator
straight to the picnic table or patio. Fruity Chicken Salad is made
with cooked boneless and skinless chicken breast halves, red
grapes and salad dressing. The
salad is lightly seasoned with tarragon leaves. Prepare and refrigerate overnight so the flavors can
blend.
Fruity Chicken Salad
Preparation time: 15 minutes
plus refrigerating
4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves (about
pounds),
cooked and cubed
1 cup red grapes
Y. cup salad dressing
1 teaspoon dried tarragon
leaves
Mix all ingredients. Refrigerate
several hours or overnight. Makes
4 servings.
Recipe from: Kraft Creative
Kitchens
For a free set of recipe leaflets.
call 1-(800)-726-6100.

For Your Personal Chec

k
"The area's first...is still the area's best
"
When Santa needs cash for
his presents, he calls
Kwik Cash!
Requirements:
'Most recent bank statement -Proof of
'Photo I.D.

Providing personabred medical care to women for over
45 years.

JO BURKEEN/Ledger

is Phillip Rogers ringing the bell for The Salvat & Ttmes photo
ion Army at the
kettle at Murray Wal-Mart. Many volunteers
have been ringing the bells
for The Salvation Army during this holida
y season. Volunteers will be
ringing the bell for the Army at Wal-Mart on
Friday and Saturday, Dec.
19 and 20, and Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 22, 23 and 24,
according to Kerry Lambert, chairman of
the local
Volunteers are still needed and to volunteer call Salvation Army unit.
Lambert at 753-6565.
Pictured

PRINCETON, KY
Next to Kentukcy France
407 Hwy 62 W
(502) 365-7879

MURRAY, KY
Dixieland Shopping Center
1304-C Chestnut St
(502j759-5923
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DEATHS
Ms. Mary Beth Graves
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OSU,OU in trademark di
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Can anyone claim Ohio?
A trademark dispute between
two universities that share the
name now rests with patent
officials.
Ohio State University sent its
objections to Ohio University's
exclusive right to the word to the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on Tuesday, the day before
the filing deadline.
Lawyers for both schools had
been negotiating to try to determine what rights each university
had to use Ohio in athletic and
university marketing.
Ohio State claims it has used
Ohio officially in promoting the
school since at least 1870.
"No one should be able to
trademark the name of the state
by itself," Virginia Trethewey,
OSU's vice president for legal affairs, said in a statement
Wednesday.
John Burns, Ohio University's
director of legal affairs, said the
university in Athens is simply registering the secondary name of

SUBSCRIBE

the school, not the state. Ohio
University wants to be known
simply as Ohio.
He said Ohio State's opposition has more to do with pride
than economics.
"This is more of an ego thing
with them I think," Burns said.
Ohio State's challenge opposes
the 2-year-old registration that
granted Ohio University exclusive rights to Ohio on merchandise, athletic apparel and other
materials, The Columbus Dispatch reported.
It also asks that a pending application to further register the
Ohio University logo — the word
Ohio combined with the Bobcat
symbol — be canceled.

Toothpaste can be used to
shine up silver and gold. Rinse
thoroughly.
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• Caring Staff
• Open 6 Days A Week
• Insurance Claims Processed
• Same Day Appointments
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The sional Budget Office who now
surging economy, a boon for fed- studies the budget at the liberal
eral budget-balancers, also is Brookings Institution.
making it likelier that lawmakers
"There will be a sense we
will delay tackling the next major don't need to do anything painful
budget problem: Long-term fi- or politically dangerous
if the
nancial crises facing Medicare problem seems to be easing,
"
and Social Security.
agreed Stuart Butler, who moniIn a decade, as the 77 million tors social program
s for the conbaby boomers begin retiring, an servative Heritage Foundat
ion.
enormous financial hole will be
No one disputes that the
ripped in the government's huge 32-year-old Medicare
and the
health-care and pension programs
for the elderly and disabled. But 62-year-old Social Security programs face jarring problems down
where analysts once saw that
the line.
crunch preceded by a parade of
colossal federal deficits, they
Medicare's Part A Trust Fund,
now foresee surpluses beginning
which uses a payroll tax to fias early as 1998 and lasting a denance hospital care for 38 million
cade or more.
recipients, should run out of moOf course, such projections
ney in 2007 despite changes
could prove wrong if the ecomade last summer in the budgetnomy cools off. For now, howbalancing package. Social Secever, the brightened fiscal horiurity, which pays retirement, diszon means less pressure on Presi- ability and survivor benefits to 48
dent Clinton and legislators to
million people and collects paymake politically painful changes
roll taxes from 144 million workin Social Security and Medicare
ers and employers, faces its
benefits that tens of millions of crunch when baby boomers begin
Americans need and believe they
retiring around 2010.
deserve.
Proposals to address these
—The pressure is off, and the
problems include letting Social
average member of Congress will
Security recipients invest contrilook at a problem that will surge
butions in the stock market and
in the second decade of the next
boosting monthly Medicare precentury and conclude that this is
miums paid by higher-income
an issue for his or her succesolder people.
sor," said Robert Reischauer,
Politicians readily acknowformer director of the Congresledge the problems. On Tuesday,

Clinton listed saving Medicare
and Social Security among longterm issues he wants to face before leaving office. In August,
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., pledged to revamp Medicare for the boomers in 1999 —
after a commission appointed by
Clinton and Congress makes recommendations for overhauling
the program.
The question is what will lawmakers really do, and when. As
deficit projections have improved, the rosier picture has deprived Congress of ammunition
to argue that Medicare and Social
Security must be addressed
quickly.
Just a year ago, the nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office
foresaw a 1997 budget shortfall
of $124 billion that, as aging
boomers begin drawing on Social
Security and Medicare, would
swell in a decade to almost $300
billion a year.
Instead of that scenario, the
economy and the piles of federal
revenue it is producing shrank the
1997 deficit to just $22 billion,
the smallest gap in 23 years, and
a balanced budget is possible for
1998. In September, the CBO
predicted budget surpluses starting in 2002 approaching $100
billion annually by 2007. Longterm budget projections by Congress and the White House due

LOS ANGELES (AP) — In the
1920s, Walt Disney created a
new cartoon character he hoped
would help his studio recover
from a business setback — and
Mortimer Mouse was born.
"Not Mortimer," said his
wife, Lillian. "It's too formal.
How about Mickey?"
Mrs. Disney, who not only
named the symbol of what would
become The Walt Disney Co. but
also became a conservative check
to her husband's daring genius,
died peacefully in her sleep Tuesday. She was 98.
She had suffered a stroke on
Monday, the 31st anniversary of
her husband's death in 1966.
Mrs. Disney did not live to see
the completion of the Walt Disney Concert Hall, an addition to
the downtown Music Center that
she seeded with a $50 million donation 10 years ago.
"This really is the end of an
era for the Disneys," said Walt
Disney Co. Vice Chairman Roy
E. Disney, the son of Disney's
late brother, Roy 0. Disney.

She was the primary sounding
board for her husband, who
would run his revolutionary ideas
— from "Snow White" to Disneyland — by her for approval.
The careful balance to her husband's brashness, she wouldn't
let him take too much of a
gamble unless and until his thinking was sound.
"Mrs. Disney was a full-time
partner to Walt and we are all
grateful for her contributions to
the creation of Mickey Mouse
and the Disney company, and for
the example she set for family
life and community service,"
said Disney Chairman Michael D.
Eisner.
The former Lillian Bounds was
married to the studio chief for 41
years.
Later in life, Mrs. Disney was
active in fund-raising for the
much-delayed Walt Disney Concert Hall, a Frank Gehry-designed
new home of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic.
The hall was supposed to be
opened by now. But construction

funds are still incomplete and all
that sits on the downtown site today is a concrete foundation and
a parking structure. The
2,350-seat hall is scheduled to
open in 2001.
Born in Spalding, Idaho, in
1899, the 10th child of Jeanette
Short Bounds and Willard Pehall
Bounds, Mrs. Disney grew up in
Lapwai on the Nez Perce Indian
Reservation in Idaho.
She played on the Lapwai Fligh
School girls basketball team in
1917 before leaving for Los
Angeles. She found a job as a
$15-a-week "inker" of film
frames at the Disney studio and
met Disney soon afterward. They
were married on July 13, 1925, in
Lewiston, Idaho.
During the studio's ascendancy, the publicity-shy Mrs.
Disney avoided the Hollywood
social scene. Her husband was
too busy with work and she was
not inclined to be a party hostess.
After her husband's death on
Dec. 15, 1966, she was active in
the founding and building of the

American flag over his casket.
Hanley, 45, was buried with
full police honors.
He was a rookie officer when
he collapsed while chasing a suspect the night of Nov. 19, 1982
— unable to breathe after tissue
in his lung ruptured. He never regained consciousness and died
Saturday, leaving behind his
wife, Susan, and Kristen.
At St. John the Evangelist
Church, about 300 relatives,
friends and state and local police

V-44d•••

46"
Big Screen
Television

$1399

officers gathered to mourn and
honor Hanley.
Dozens of officers stood at attention outside the Catholic
church for a color guard ceremony before a simple funeral service in which the Rev. Kevin
Forsyth spoke of Hanley's desire
to help others, as evident from
his decision to become a police
officer.
"They don't do it for the money. They do it to protect and
serve. They do it because they
are gold," Forsyth said.
He said Hanley's death was a
blessing, given his years in a
coma.
Hanley was newly married
with barely a year on the force
when he and Officer Gene Caron
responded to a report of a distur-

"I was married to Walt Disney
for more than 41 years," she said
in a statement condemning the
book. "We shared a wonderful,
exciting life, and we loved every
minute of it. He was a wonderful
husband to me and wonderful and
joyful father and grandfather. I
am distressed to learn of a new
book about Walt that actually invents incidents that never
happened."
Mrs. Disney's survivors include a daughter, Diane Disney
Miller of Napa, as well as 10
grandchildren and 13 greatgrandchildren.
There will be no funeral service, a family spokesman said.

bance involving several youths
on that autumn night.

When the officers reached the
scene, one of the suspects took
off running and Hanley chased
him. They ran through a wooded
area and several back yards before Hanley collapsed.
A resident arriving home found
him on the ground and called for
help. Officers managed to revive
Hanley, but he had already suffered permanent brain damage
from lack of oxygen.
Police Capt. Michael Bruce,
then a patrol officer who helped
resuscitate Hanley, described the
former construction worker as an
eager protege.
"I was his training officer
when he was a rookie," Bruce
said Monday."He was somebody
who had wanted to be a cop for a
very long time."
On Sunday, Waterbury police
officers wore black patches over
their badges in Hanley's honor
and hung a black bunting over
the station's entrance.
Hanley was cared for at Cedar
Lane Rehabilitation & Health
Care Center.
The first known dollhouses
"In many ways, time came to
were made in the 1600s for an end 15 years ago, but
somewealthy adults.
thing kept him here," Forsyth
told the mourners.

Wishing You a most joyous
holiday season and the best of
everything in 1998!

•Color Picture-In-Picture
•Digital Comb Filter
•10-Watt Stereo Amplifier
III Master Touch - Universal Remote
III High-Performance Picture System with 850 Lines of
Horizontal Resolution
•Digital Focus

Court Square - Murray

California Institute of the Arts, a
multidisciplinary school that has
produced many of the film industry's best animators. She also
managed a charitable foundation.
One of her rare public comments in recent years concerned
Marc Eliot's book "Walt Disney:
Hollywood's Dark Prince," a
somewhat tawdry biography.

Rookie officer buried with police honors
WATERTOWN, Conn. (AP)
— Fifteen-year-old Kristen Hanley never had the chance to have
heart-to-heart talks with her dad.
She was just 2 months old when
he collapsed in the line of duty
and slipped into a coma.
On Wednesday, Kristen
clutched her mother's hand and
fought back tears as Bruce Hanley's fellow officers from the
Waterbury Police Department —
which kept him on its rolls while
he was in a coma — draped an

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY

early next year should be even
better.
Such bounty is hardly the stuff
that forces politicians to risk alienating voters by cutting Medicare
and Social Security benefits, increasing recipients' costs or dramatically reshaping the programs.
Participants like Rep. Greg
Ganske, R-Iowa, a member of the
Medicare commission, say they
hope Congress and Clinton will
act quickly because delaying action until the last minute means
eventual requirements that will be
far more jolting to the public.
"This will be a big test for
democracy," Ganske said.
"There are things down the road
that require you to take tough
positions for less than immediate
gain."
Many analysts said they don't
expect such action until the baby
boomers' retirement is much
closer and the public understands
the problem more — a process
that may require a presidential
election or two.
Gail Wilensky ran Medicare
under President Bush and is now
a senior fellow with Project
Hope, a health education foundation. What history proves, she
said, is that when "your back is
against the wall, there's no alternative but to make difficult decisions." And only then do lawmakers act.

Lillian Disney, widow of Walt, dies at 98

All New Toyotas In
Stock To Be Discounted!

2 Sienna Vans
6 4Runners
I Landcruiser

Prospects for entitlement repair dwindle
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CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
The typhoon that devastated
Guam this week also apparently blew away a longstanding world record that
helped build the allure of New
Hampshire's
Mount
Washington.
A wind gust of 236 mph
was recorded during Guam's
12-hour storm. If confirmed,
that would topple the record
on the Earth's surface of 231
mph, set 63 years ago atop a
weather observatory at Mount
Washington.
Three days before the state
apparently lost the wind record, it also lost the last witness to the 1934 event, which
helped secure the mountain's
reputation as home of some of
the world's nastiest weather.
Alexander McKenzie was
one of three weather watchers
who huddled in the observatory when the record wind blew
on April 12, 1934. He died last
weekend at age 89 in Pennsylvania, where he moved this
fall after years spent in Eaton,
not far from the mountain in
northern New Hampshire.
McKenzie and observers
Wendell Stephenson and Salvatore Paglitica were in the
observatory when the winds
began howling like they'd
never heard.
Strong winds were nothing
new. Their observatory was
tied to the 6,288-foot summit
with huge chains to keep it
from blowing away.
That afternoon, the record
wind blew as the men timed
clicks from the anemometer
and translated them into wind
sPeed-
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RACELAND, La.(AP) — Sgt.
'Craig Jaccuzzo took away the
Christmas tree, the lights and all
the trimmings. He took the baby
dolls, remote control cars, fishing
poles and even gift wrapping
paper.
He had to. All the items — including a go-cart, television,
video recorder, car stereo and
other expensive gifts — had been
purchased with bad checks.
Nolan "Redbean" Vedros Jr.,
32, was wanted in four parishes
for cashing lost or stolen checks,
with forged signatures on a
closed account, and using the money to buy $5,000 worth of presents for himself and the woman
and children he lived with.
When Jaccuzzo arrived Dec. 6
at the family's mobile home, they
were decorating their new tree.
Boxes of new ornaments were
torn open and scattered throughout the living room. Holiday
music was playing.
"The real Christmas spirit was
going on," said Jaccuzzo, who
patrols low-income housing developments in Raceland, 40 miles
southwest of New Orleans.
It fell to Jaccuzzo to break the
mood. He arrested Vedros on
charges of forgery, theft and illegal possession of stolen
property.
Then the woman began handing Jaccuzzo the gifts, saying her
boyfriend bought them when he
went shopping with her children
— ages 12, 7 and 4.
"I felt terrible, like the
Grinch," Jaccuzzo said
Wednesday.
The 12-year-old boy bravely
helped him load the presents into
his patrol car while the other two
children cried. "Mr. policeman,
why are you doing this?" the
7-year-old girl asked him
tearfully.
"It was devastating. You never
think you have to take a tree. But

it was an artificial tree, it was
something of value and it was
something bought with stolen
checks," Jaccuzzo said.
So he took a stuffed raccoon
toy he kept in his patrol car and
gave it to the crying girl, promising her he would come back with
a tree and gifts they could keep.
"It broke my heart to take all
these gifts away from the children. They were not aware of the
forged checks. They just thought
it was going to be their best
Christmas ever but, in fact, it
turned out to be the worst," he
said. "That's when I knew I had
to do something."
A business in Bayou Blue donated a real tree. Jaccuzzo went
to the sherifrs motor pool in
Lockport and picked up three
bicycles that were being fixed up
to give away at Christmas.
On Tuesday, he delivered the
gifts to the mother.
She looked at him incredulously when he showed up with
the tree and the bikes. "She just
couldn't believe it. She said,

'You kept your word.' I told her I
try to.—

Satan and the others reportedly
also were interested in the occult.
Defense attorneys opposed allowing jurors to hear what those
accused said after they were taken into custody in Arizona.
They said the six were not told of
their rights against selfincrimination and to have
attorneys.
Customs and immigration officers who stopped the six at the
Mexican border said they were
not under attest at the time, but
were being detained.
Beckner said the accused gave
the statements voluntarily and
were not being interrogated.
Beckner said jurors may also
hear about statements Bryant allegedly made to another juvenile
detention center inmate. But instead of the statement, "They go
up into the hills of Tennessee and
that is where it all occurred,"
jurors will hear, "It all occurred
up in the hills of Tennessee."
Authorities are seeking the
death penalty for the four adults.
They are seeking life in prison,
the stiffest possible punishment
for the juveniles Bryant and
Howell, who were 17 at the time
of the killings. But they are being
tried as adults.
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Jaccuzzo, a 26-year-old father
himself, has since driven by that
house and watched the children
ride the bikes.
"They don't look at me so
much as a police officer," he
said. "They couldn't believe a
policeman would do that."
Other deputies and a church
are helping collect dolls and toys
for the children. Jaccuzzo said he
will help pay for some of the
gifts.
"When you can actually give
to someone outside your family
that doesn't expect it, it makes
your Christmas a little bit sweeter," he said.
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Deputy goes from Grinch to Santa Claus

Judge allows incriminating
statements in teens' trial
GREENEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Incriminating statements made
by young Kentuckians accused of
killing three members of a Knoxville family were voluntary and
jurors can hear them, a judge
ruled.
But references to co-defendants
will be changed, Criminal Court
Judge James Beckner said.
Six young Kentuckians are accused in the shooting deaths of
Vidar and Delfina Lifielid and
their 6-year-old daughter Tabitha.
The couple's 2-year-old son Peter
survived and is living in Sweden
with relatives.
One allegedly told a jailer,
"I'm a killer," and another said,
"I wish we hadn't done that to
those people." That will be
changed to, "I wish I hadn't
done that to those people."
The trial for the six is scheduled to begin in February. Jurors
will be selected from outside
Greene County because of publicity the case has gotten, but
Beckner has not said where jurors
will be selected from. The trial
will be in Greene County.
The family met up with the six
at an Interstate 81 rest area as the
Lillelids were returning home
from a Jehovah's Witness conference in Johnson City on April 6.
The six were arrested two days
later in Arizona in the family's
van.
Authorities say carjacking was
the motive for the killings.
Those charged in the killings
are: Jason Bryant, 15, of Marrowbone, Ky.; Karen Howell, 18, and
Dean Mullins, 19, of Toler, Ky.;
Natasha Cornett and Crystal Sturgill, both 18-year-olds from
Betsy Layne, Ky.; and Joe Risner, 21, of Paintsville, Ky.
Cornett, the reputed ringleader,
has claimed she is the daughter of
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Fort Knox soldier praised at memorial service
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Friends, family and fellow soldiers remembered a 19-year-old
killed when he pushed two people out of the way of a speeding
car while offering help at an accident scene as a positive example
of today's youth.
More than 400 people, most of
them fellow soldiers, attended a
traditional Army memorial service Tuesday for Christopher
Ochs.
"All we see are negatives
sometimes, and here's a young
man doing something positive,"

.•
••

said 1st Armor Training Brigade
Chaplain Jim Roberts. "We in
the Army get to see every day
how great the young people are
we train in this brigade. But now
the public sees your example of
caring for others.
"It gives us all the hope and
assurance that our future's in
good hands with young men and
women like you in our armed forces and in our communities."
Ochs' boots, rifle and helmet
were stacked on the altar at the
brigade chapel for the service.
The "last roll call" was sounded,

Escaped
lion
captured

U.S.judge orders Cuba
to pay $187.6 million

KISSIMMEE" Fla. (AP) —
A 450-pound lion was shot
with a tranquilizer dart and
captured in good shape Wednesday, two days after escaping from a roadside zoo near
Walt Disney World.
Wildlife agents in *helicopter spotted the 21/4 -year-old
lion in a swampy, wooded area
Just a few hundred yards from,
her cage at the JungleLand
Zoo. A veterinarian then
moved in and hit it with the
dart.
Born and raised in captivity,
the female lion didn't roam
very far.
"All it has ever known was
that cage in which it was confined in," said Capt. Gary
Phelps of the Florida Game
and Fresh Water Fish Commission said of Nala, named
after a character in "The Lion
King."
"Having been fed everyday
at five o'clock and warmed
when it was cold,1 think that's
what kept the cat right here."
When the lion saw the veterinarian, Dr. James Barnen,
she hissed and then ran to bide
under some other bushes. Barnett missed once, but his second shot hit her in the hip.
It took the lion about five
minutes to become sedated.
When she dozed off, Barnett
injected her with more
tranquilizer.
Several men, using a ladder
as a stretcher, carried the lion
out of the swamp to a pickup
truck, which took her back to
her cage at JungleLand.
The HO& escaped into the
woods Monday while her
handler's tried to fix her cage
to raise her above ground
flooded by days of rain. The
full-grown female was spotted
several times by helicopter and
on the ground, but each time
managed to elude capture.
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in which the unit first sergeant
bellowed out his name repeatedly, to be answered only
with silence. And a 21-gun salute
was fired and a bugler played
taps.
The Army promoted Ochs
posthumously to private first
class on Monday, said Fort Knox
spokesman John Rickey.
On Tuesday, the Army
awarded Ochs, Pfc. Corey Guido
and Pfc. Timothy Soulier the
Army Commendation medal for
"exemplary performance" at the
accident scene, Rickey said.

MIAMI (AP) — Saying Fidel
Castro's government engaged in
"outrageous contempt for international law," a judge ordered
Cuba today to pay $187.6 million
to families of three Americans
killed when MiG fighters shot
down their small planes at sea.
It is the first time a judgment
has been ordered against the Cuban government under a new U.S.
law that allows survivors to sue
nations labeled terrorist states.
Collecting the money will be
difficult, acknowledged the lawyer who won the judgment.
In his ruling, U.S. District
Judge James Lawrence King said
Cuba, "in outrageous contempt
for international law and basic
human rights, murdered four human beings in international air
space" when its air force downed
the planes as the Americans
searched for rafters fleeing Cuba.
The families of three of the
four men asked for $79.9 million
in damages.
The judge ruled that the government of Cuba should pay
$49.9 million in compensatory
damages and its air force should
pay $137.7 million in punitive
damages, for a total of $187.6
million.
Aaron Podhurst, the families'
attorney, said collecting will not
be easy, but noted that the United
States has seized "hundreds of
millions" in bank accounts and
properties from the Cuban government since the mid-1960s.
Podhurst said he will apply to
the Office of Foreign Assets Control, part of Department of Treasury, to collect the compensatory
damages from the seized assets.

At the same time he will ask
Congress to pass a bill to enforce
the judgment under the new law.
"There's no precedence for
this," he said.
The planes were shot down by
MiG fighters on Feb. 24, 19%,
over the Florida Straits south of
Miami.
Three separate lawsuits were
consolidated into this case: one
brought by the wife and daughter
of Armando Alejandre, 45, and
the two others by the parents of
Carlos Costa, 29, and Mario de la
Pena, 24.
"It does give us a little more
sense of closure but there will
never be full closure because
there is nothing that can bring
back these four people," del la
Pena's mother, Miriam, told reporters at Podhurst's office.
A fourth victim, Pablo Morales, wasn't a U.S. citizen and his
relatives weren't eligible to sue
under the terrorism law.
Cuba's foreign ministry
spokesman in Havana has said
the trial is part of a trend by U.S.
courts, and Florida courts in particular, to try to go beyond their
jurisdiction.
A United Nations aviation
panel ruled last year that the
planes were shot down over international water and Cuba violated
international law.
The families received $300,000
each last November that the U.S.
government got from frozen Cuban accounts. The government
called it a humanitarian gesture,
and lawyers said it would have
no bearing on damages in this
case.

Guido and Soulier stopped with
Ochs to help motorist Clark Vinson, who had been injured in a
wreck early Saturday along a
Louisville expressway, just moments before they arrived.
Ochs' body was to be flown
back to his hometown of Denver.
Paperwork is still being
gathered to recommend Ochs for
the Soldier's Medal, the Army's
highest peacetime award for
bravery. Rickey said the Department of the Army will make the
decision, possibly in a month or
two.
As the three soldiers assisted
police and tended to Vinson on
Saturday morning, a speeding car
swerved past warning reflectors
and a blockade of police cars at
the accident scene, heading
straight for the group. Witnesses
told police Ochs pushed two
other people out of the way before being hit and killed by the
speeding car.
The second crash also injured
two Shively police officers;
Guido; Soulier, who has a punc-

Guido, 20, clearly still seemed
shaken. He told reporters after
the service that although he had
known Ochs only six weeks, he
and other mechanics with the
training brigade had come to enjoy Ochs' company. Although regarded as a "quiet" and "polite" young soldier, Ochs also
had a sense of humor, Guido
said.
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the service that she and Soulier's
doctors delayed breaking the
news of Ochs' death until
Monday.

*081-14502

•

SOO South 4th, Murray

tured lung and IS in stable condition at a Louisville hospital; and
five others.
Police have charged Christopher Love, 24, of New Albany,
Ind., with murder and drunken
driving in Ochs' death.
Guido spoke briefly at the
ceremony Tuesday, and Chaplain
Roberts said Soulier wanted to attend so badly "he would risk his
very health if doctors would allow him to come."
Soulier's mother, Brenda Eggleton of Washington Court
House, Ohio, told reporters after
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Injuries deplete Racer bench
•Cunningham, Turner
may be out for season;
Gay, Hamilton day-to-day
By MARK YOUNG
Spoils Editor
When Mark Gottfried looks
down his bench during tonight's
game against Campbellsville,
he'll see as many assistant
coaches as healthy reserves.
Injuries have hit the Murray
State fold hard this week, with as
many as four key reserves possibly missing tonight's 7 o'clock
contest in Racer Arena.
"We went from an abundance
of players to being depleted,"

Gottfried said. "It hit us very
hard."

ple. There's still - hope that he'll
come back.

has done a great job and it will
be a good challenge for us.
Sophomore guard Ray CunTwo other players are listed as They've beat some good teams."
ningham is having surgery on a day-to-day. Juni
While the extra players may
or forward Mardislocated finger today and is
not be needed so much for tovin Gay has a deep bruise on his
probably out for the season, Gottnight's game against 6-6 Campbutt while senior forward Arnell
fried said. Meanwhile, sophobellsville, Murray State (7-0) has
Hamilton has still not seen game
more forward Mike Turner, may
games at Western Kentucky
action with a pelvic injury.
have another stress fracture to his
"I doubt Marvin will play to- (Sunday) and a Dec. 24 contest
left foot, the same injury which
night if he doesn't have to," Gott- against Big 10 Conference memforced him to miss much of last fried said.
ber Michigan at the Puerto Rico
"We'll just have to
season.
Holiday Classic.
wait and see. He hasn't been able
"I'm hoping both Marvin and
"They X-rayed Mike Wednes- to practice all week."
Arnell can play Sunday," GottCampbellsville (6-6) is
day and they didn't see a crack,
but they're thinking it's still a coached by former University of fried said. "But Arnell has only
played a minute all season, so I
stress fracture," Gottfried said. "I Kentucky guard Travis Ford, who
don't know how much we could
hope we caught it early enough is in his first season.
get out of him right now.
that instead of him being out
"They play an up-tempo, excit"We'll only have eight healthy
eight weeks it will only be a cou- ing style," Gott
fried said. "Travis players tonight, and
Arnell makes

sit
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Jetty Rios

Morehead State (1-7), hitting
nine of its first 12 shots, jumped
out to a 19-11 lead on Chris
Stone's rebound basket with
12:49 remaining in the half.
Louisville (3-4) then turned up its
fullcoun pressure defense to take
control.
Marques Maybin scored on an
alley-oop dunk off a pass from
Tony Williams, and after a Morehead State turnover, sank a
3-pointer from the corner. Williams followed with a driving
hook in the lane and a 3, also following turnovers, to give Louisville a 21-19 lead at 10:29.
Maybin capped the decisive

•

Michael Jordan scored 36 points
Filo photo
Wednesday as the veteran Chicago Bull
s defeated the young
Los Angeles Lakers 104-83 at
Chicago.

ead

run with a layup off a turnover
as
Louisville went up 34-19. Ston
e
ended Morehead State's scor
ing
drought, which included nine
turnovers and eight missed shot
s,
with a layup at 8:41.
"We knew we'd have to take
care of the ball against a team
like Louisville," said first-year
Morehead State coach Kyle
Macy. "Unfortunately for us, we
didn't do a good job of that or
maintain the amount of intensity
we had to the whole game."
Morehead State closed to
34-25 on Stone's free throw
in
the opening minute of the seco
nd

half, but Louisville countered
to go," Louisville coach Denny
with a 20-6 run behind Troy Crum said.
"We're not doing all
Jackson's five points to lead
the thing I'd like us to do. We're
55-31 with 12:08 to go and was still making
a lot of careless turnever threatened the rest of the novers and
it's not anyone in parway.
ticular, it's all of them."
"We said to ourselves that we
Maybin and Eric Johnson each
wanted to start a new season with
this game," Maybin said. "We scored 12 points, Cameron Murray added 11 and Alex
wanted to play better defensively
Sanders
10 for Louisville, which shot
and take better care of the
41
percent (31-of-76) from the field
basketball."
.
Louisville turned the ball over
Stone finished with 14 points,
15 times after averaging 20 in its
Luke Lloyd had 13 and Hezzie
four previous games, all against
Boone 10 to lead Morehead State.
Top 25 teams. The Cardinals also
The Eagles shot 41 perc
ent
had a season-high 25 assists.
(23-of-56) from the field. Stone
"We've still got a long ways
also grabbed 11 rebounds.

49ers deal with life after Rice

By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
— Jerry Rice came back,
and
now he's gone again, and for
the
second time this season the San
Francisco 49ers are dealing with
the loss of the game's premier
receiver.
"Everybody to a man feels sad
for Jerry," coach Steve Mariucci
said Wednesday. "Everybody
to
a man knows we've gone through
this already and have won and
we
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Louisville's pressure dismantles Moreh

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When Louisville turned up the
pressure, it was too much for
Morehead State to handle.
The Cardinals scored 30 points
off Morehead State's season -hig
h
31 turnovers in coasting to an
84-54 victory and snapping
a
four-game losing streak Wednesday night.
"The pressure shouldn't have
bothered us that much," Morehead State forward Aaron Knight
said. "We didn't take care of the
ball after the first 10 minutes of
the game."

I STAFF
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For the Murray State Racers,
Christmas Day isn't all that's
waiting just around the corner.
A much-anticipated Christmas Eve date with the Michigan
Wolverines has left the Racer
faithful with hopes of a victory
and visions of a Top 25 national
ranking dancing in their heads.
In what has been the most
talked about season in MSU basketball history, the Racers
have lived up to expections by
posting an unblemished 7-0 record to start the 1997-98
season.
So far, everything has been
merry in Racerland as head
coach Mark Gottfried's third
Murray State squad has virtually gone unchallenged by averaging 89.3 points per game
while limiting its opponents to
just 64.4 a contest.
The teams' only threat came
in a 76-69 season-opening win
at Dayton.
MSU has received some early
holiday gifts, a pair of Ohio
Valley Conference wins over
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State, while stopping for a
Thanksgiving feast along the

Jordan, Bulls crush
Lakers' young guns
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
stopped Miami 88-74 and Boston beat
AP Basketball Writer
Toronto 88-83.
Chicago's starters outscored their
Shaquille O'Neal wasn't there, and
L.A. counterparts 52-24 in the first half
all Scottie Pippen did was show off
as the Bulls took a 57-41 lead. The
another designer suit. So you can't
Lakers got no closer than 16 in the secread too much into what the Chicago
Bulls did to the Los Angeles Lakers.
ond half.
Still, if this really was the team of
Luc Longley, who missed the previthe present playing the team of the fuous game with a sprained ankle, added
ture, much work remains to be done if
a career-high 23 points, and Dennis
Los Angeles really plans to supplant
Rodman had 14 rebounds for the Bulls,
Chicago.
who shot 50 percent as they improved
The Bulls simply wiped the floor
to 11-1 at home.
with the Lakers on Wednesday night,
Eddie Jones, the NBA's bestjumping out to an early double-digit
shooting guard at 52 percent comi
ng
lead and never letting up as they
in, was 1 -for-11, and starting forwards
earned a 104-83 victory in a muchRick Fox and Robert Horry combined
anticipated matchup of two of the
to go 2-for-15. In addition, the
Lakers
league's most entertaining teams.
were outrebounded 54-36,
so they
"Until someone knocks us off the
never got their vaunted running
game
block, we're still king of the hill," said
going.
Michael Jordan, who hit 12 of his 22
"We were a step behind and
little
shots and scored 36 points.
out of sync all night," Los
Ange
les
Kobe Bryant, a player who's being
coach Del Harris said. "We had
a bad
described more and more as the heir to
combination: We didn't play well
and
Jordan in terms of talent, scored a
the Bulls were on the top of
their
career-high 33 points. But 16 came
game. They eliminated our fast
in
break.
the fourth quarter after the outcome
By our count, we only had 16
fastwas no longer in doubt.
break points, a season low.
In other NBA games, Atlanta deHawks 94, Cavaliers 83
feated Cleveland 94-83, Indiana
At Atlanta, Steve Smith scored
beat
23
New York 87-80, San Antonio topp
points and the Hawks, bolstered
ed
by the
Vancouver 98-87, New Jersey
retu
rn of top reserve Alan Henderso
edged
n,
Detroit 105-101, Charlotte dow
pulled away in the fourth quarter
ned
to exMilwaukee 99-90, Minnesota got past
Philadelphia 94-90, Washington
• See Page 3B

SCOTT

nine," Gottfried added. "But
there's nothing you can do about
injuries. It's part of the game
."
Pregame reception set at
WKU: Murray State alumni and
fans are invited to attend a pregame and halftime reception
when the Racers take on Western
Kentucky Sunday, Dec. 21, at 2
p.m.
A reception area has been set
up in WKU's Diddle Arena in
Room 226, and fans may atte
nd
the reception one hour prior
to
the game and at halftime.
Tickets for Sunday's game remain on sale at the MSU ticke
t
office in Roy Stewart Stad
ium.
For more information call
the
ticket office at 762-4895.

NBA Basketball

Jordan gets 36 in 104-83 victory

---.

simply have to do it again, so
on 34-17.
to play next year.
we go. That's it."
He was in the midst of a triumBut that leaves the playoffRice's first injury occurred
in
phant return when he cracked the bound 49ers (13-2)
the season opener at Tampa
without Rice,
Bay, kneecap in the same knee after whose touchdow
n Monday night
when he tore two ligament
s and catching a touchdown pass from
made him the first non-kicker
damaged cartilage in his
to
left Steve Young and coming down score 1,000 points.
knee.
hard on the rebuilt joint.
"To not have the greatest reInitially thought to be lost for
Rice, who had never missed a ceiver ever to play
the year after reconstr
the game in
uctive game due to injury in his 12 pre- the lineup, that
definitely hurts,"
surgery, Rice pursued an
aggres- vious seasons, underwent surgery tight end Bren
t Jones said.
sive rehabilitation and rece
ived Tuesday to repair the broken
"It was such an emotional
clearance to play in the 49er
s' kneecap. He faces another gruelgame against Denver on Mon
day ing rehabilitation, possibly up
to
night, won by San Fran
cisco 2'A months, and should be
able •See Page 38
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By scoring impressive wins
over Western Illinois and Idaho
State, the Racers captured the
championship trophy of the
first-ever Racer Thanksgiving
Classic holiday tournament.
It also proved to be their
highest scoring efforts of the
season by putting up 106 and
111 points' respectively on
back-to-back nights.
But while Santa has the Racers on his list, a Grinch is lurking around the western part of
the state in hopes of stealing a
blue and gold Christmas.
That Grinch comes in the
form of old rival Western Kentucky, who comes into the Dec.
21 match at Diddle Arena with
a 2-3 record. That mark has included a 75-62 loss to No.
3-ranked Kansas after being
down 45-18 at halftime.
The 'Toppers have collected
a home win over Butler and a
road win over Mississippi
Valley.
Sunday's meeting between
the Racers and Hilltoppers will
be the first since 1991, when
Western claimed a 93-89 victory in Bowling Green. The
'Toppers hold a 92-44 series
advantage over MSU.
"Western Kentucky is a great
game for us and I'm glad we've
resumed the rivalry," said Goufried. "I'm not sure if our players understand how big this
game is, but our fans certainly
see this as a big game. I don't
think it will take long for our
players to learn how big of a .
game this is."
Indeed, it won't!
Western will provide a big
challenge for the young and inexperienced Racers, who, at
times this season, have shown
they haven't spent much time
on the court together.
"Other than Chad (Townsend) and De'Teri (Mayes), this
whole squad is young," Gottfried explained. "When you
take one of those two guys out
of the lineup, it really shows.
"But I've said all along that I
like our team and I'm still excited about where we are. When
you look at this team, you see a
team that is off to the best start
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USC coaching change turns ugly

Sports
BRIEFS

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
coaching change at Southern California, with John Robinson fired
and Paul Hackett hired, turned
out to be a messy affair.
Athletic director Mike Garrett,
at odds with Robinson for years,
was left to explain why he was
hiring a coach with a 13-20-1 career record at the expense of firing one with a 104-35-4 mark.
Garrett also was asked why he
kept Robinson and his staff hanging around while he was busy
talking to possible replacements,
including Lou Holtz.
USC president Steven Sample
said at one point during Wednesday's press conference that Ro-
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Murray High School football players receiving All-Western Kentucky
Conference recognition at Sunday's banquet were (seated, from left)
Blake Ross, Shane Andrus, Jake Thurmond, Bryan Dennison; (standing, from left) Markenny Hammonds, O'Shea Hudspeth, Jeff Hedges,
Alan Chase and Tiger coach Rick Fisher.
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Several Calloway County and Murray players received All-Western Kentucky Conference recognition at the WKC banquet this past Sunday at the
Curris Center.
Calloway's Justin Morton, Jeremy Darnell, Jason Eaves, Mitch Ryan, Jacob
Toney, Shea Forrester and Brian Duvall were all named. Murray players included were Blake Ross, Shane Andrus, Jake Thurmond, Bryan Dennison,
Markenny Hammonds, O'Shea Hudspeth, Jeff Hedges and Alan Chase.
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The Cavaliers lost for the second time in three games after a
10-game winning streak.

FROM PAGE 28
tend their winning streak to four
games.

Pacers 87, Knicks 80
New York's road losing streak
became the franchise's longest in
a decade as the Knicks lost their
sixth straight away from Madison
Square Garden. .
Patrick Ewing led the Knicks

The Hawks (19-5) were coming off a four-game West Coast
trip in which they won the final
three games. They pulled even
with Seattle for the top record in
the league.

•49ers...
FROM PAGE 2B
high to have him back, and then
to hear about that was tough. But
guys are going to keep it on. I
know Jerry wants us to win the
Super Bowl. He wouldn't have
come back if he didn't want us to
win it."
Steve Young said he wished
Rice's comeback could have
lasted a lot longer, but the team
also has experience playing without him.
"It was a great few plays and I
was very excited to throw him
the ball," Young said. "It
seemed like riding a bike. It was
very easy and I loved it while it

•WKEI...
since the 1951-52 season. I still
think there's a lot of good so
far," he added.
One area that is a concern to
Gottfried is the Racers' free
throw shooting, which comes in
at just 64 percent for the
season.
"That is a big concern right
now. It's something that sets
the tone for a game, and our
younger guys are not concentrating on that as they should.
We've got to get better in that
area. We can still get a lot better," said Gottfried.
Evidence of some of that
sporadic play was seen in the
Racers' win over Division III
Washington University Dec. 13.
The Racers held just a 38-35
lead at halftime after sputtering
aft offense for much of the first
half. But MSU broke out of its
offensive slump by outscoring
the Bears 60-31 in the second
half for a 98-66 win.
"We didn't play well in the
first half," Gottfried noted.
"Since the tournament, we've
kind of put things on cruise
control. We've had spurts
where we've played well, but
we haven't played a full game
yet.
"I think when we start playing the real good teams, we
could get into a predicament to
where we can't turn it on just
any time. We can't be the type
of team that builds on excuses
or rides the roller coaster on the
effort level."
It's time the Racers strap on
their seatbelts because the roller
coaster might get a little bumpy
in the next few weeks.
Let's just hope that Christmas in Bowling Green and
Puerto Rico is as merry for the
Racers as the first few weeks
have been.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Sponsored By:

was there. But it really was for
such a short period, and we've
been doing this (without Rice) for
a long time."
San Francisco wraps up the
season Sunday night at Seattle in
a meaningless game for both
teams. The 49ers then have a
first-round bye before' playing
their next meaningful game, a divisional playoff the weekend of
Jan. 3-4 at 3Com Park
Mariucci said the 49ers won 12
games without Rice while he recovered from his first injury, so
the team is better equipped to
handle his loss this time.
"Had Jerry been playing with
us all along and — boom — now
he's out. I think there would be a
greater possibility of this team
saying, 'Oh, geez, what do we do
without our star?"' Mariucci
said. "Would we want him? Absolutely. Does he help? Absolutely. Does he give us a spark.
You saw it Monday night.
"He's a tremendous lift for
everybody, but the reality is he's
not with us anymore."

fired. ...
"Unfortunately, that dignity
was not shown us."
Robinson, 62, learned he was
been fired when he returned
home from a shopping trip Tuesday evening.
"I, like you, found out yesterday from radio and TV that I had
been replaced as head coach at
USC," he said. "When I returned home in the evening, there
was a message on the phone that
I had in fact been replaced."
Garrett said he tried to telephone Robinson twice Tuesday
night, and finally spoke to the
coach's wife on Wednesday
morning. Robinson refused to
take calls from Garrett for two
days.

"John had great success here.
We all know his statistics. I consider him a friend, I consider him
someone I admire," Garrett said.
"When you think about the great
coaches at USC, you have to
think of Howard Jones, John
McKay. John Robinson fits in
that mold.
"I decided to go in a new direction — that is why we hired
Paul Hackett. I feel that Paul is
the right man at the right time for
USC."
Hackett, 50, is currently the offensive coordinator for the Kansas City Chiefs and won't be able
to work full time at USC until the
Chiefs finish postseason play,
which could extend through the
Jan. 25 Super Bowl.

with 23 points and 12 rebounds,
but he missed two shots from in
close with New York challenging
late in the game.

"Our defense was excellent
from the last two or three minutes
of the first quarter through the
rest of the game," Indiana coach
Larry Bird said.
Spurs 98, Grizzlies 87
David Robinson scored 33
points and Avery Johnson had
another 20-assist game as San
Antonio survived a midgame lull
and defeated Vancouver.

•Jordan, Bulls...
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binson wasn't actually fired, just
reassigned, or something along
that line.
Robinson, who held his own
press conference at a nearby hotel
shortly afterward, was able to
smile at times, but obviously was
steamed with the manner in
which he was shown the door.
"The last four weeks, the
coaching staff has been kind of
hung out to dry," said Robinson,
let go after the Trojans went 6-5
this season following a 6-6 record
in 1996.
"I've conducted myself with
dignity and I have given my best
at USC. We had 10 seasons
where we won eight games or
more, and then the last two years
we won six games and we were

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
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"Your more than one company agency."
901 Sycamore
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Rik Smits led Indiana with 18
points. Reggie Miller scored 14,
while Mark Jackson, Dale Davis
and Chris Mullin had 10 apiece
as all five Indiana starters
reached double figures.

Campbellsville
COACH
TRAVIS FORD
(formerly of UK)
comes to
RACER ARENA

5 .792 —
6 .750 14/.LA
.619
5
9 .501
1
6 .133 11
11

234 1.A
12
5
4 20 .117
Weditudey's Gwen
Washington 88. Mani 74
Boston U. Toronto 83
Indiana 87. New York 90
Novi Jersey 105, Dart* 101
hennas:its 94. Philadelphia 90
Charlotte 99, Mlosulas 90
Atlanta 94. Clovoland 83
Chiago 104, L.A. Laken 83
San Antonio 96, Vancouver $7
Thursday's Gomm
Utah at Orlando, 6:10 p.m.
Phoenix at Dallas, 7:30 p.m
Clamor at Seattle. 9 pm.
Golden Sate ye. L.A. Owen at Anaheim, Calt,
930 p.m.
Friday'. Goose
Chariots at Washington. 6 p.m.
Damn at Indana, I pm
L.A. Laws at Atlanta 6:30 p.m.
Now York at Clovolend, 6:30 p.m.
Mtwaukeo at Toronto. 7 p.m
Marra at Philadelphia. 7 p.m
Sacramento at Houston. 7:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Portland, 9 p.m.
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Party Supplies
Novelties
ro„.
Shot Glasses
Invitations
,

Korbel Champagnes
Brut-Extra Dry
Brut Rose

Paper Plates
Cocktail Napkins
Door Mats

9.99 750 ml.

Bailey's
Irish Cream

Jack
Daniels

16.99 12.99
750 ml

Sutterzinfandel
Home
White

7.99

1.5 Ltr.

Absolut
Vodka

Burnett's
Vodka

26.88

10.99

1.75 Ltr.

11.99

7,9q
y

Case

GREAT
STOCKING
STUFFERS

Old Milwaukee
Reg. & Light

=

Jim Beam
4 Yr.

•
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S. •

Seagram
7

Canadian
Club

Bacardi
Light & Dark

Zima

4.75

18.33

7. 9

7.77

1.75 Ltr.

750 ml.

750 ml

Open Christmas Eve
'Til 10 p.m.
Prices Effective Thru
Christmas
1.1.111 Zip
ors 17ISA

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
- )513 s
St. ezta
753-4461
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2801 Lone Oak Road - Paducah, KY 42001 - 502454-0943
n 8 A.M. - 10 P.M. Frida & Saturda 'til 11 P.M.
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Paducah's Premier
Cigar Shoppe

Superb Selection

\' A Choice Cigars

Don Tomas-Teamo
H. Upmann-Punch-Dunhill
Macanudo-Astral-Cruz Real
Bering-Don Diego-Micubano
Partagas-Excalibur
Rum Runner
Royal Jamaica-Habana Gold
Just to name a few.
Many more in stock.
•
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PicaY Ash
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% DIscourd 3rd Quit
OR 3 Ace Mal Run IMO 4 Day Pedal)
$2.25 peg column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

010
020
025
040
050

Reader Adt
305 per word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.60 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) 42.00 extra for
blind box ads.

060
070
090
100
110
120
130

IszatlalitiLigLemoskl
A $2.00 tee will he required to make
Oily chan9se to ad oiler deadline.

020

Card of
...Legal Nouce
Notice
Personals
.. Roommate Wanted
.Lost And Found
Help Wanted
. Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

Nodes

Maim

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Ago 84.

Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare s new guidelines for confinement
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For fro*
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'
tree *cal claer se,vice-

AVON- I am here total
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers; give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sIs/rep.
DIABETIC SUPPLIES,- As
seen on TV! With Medicare
or health insurance, you
may be able to receive
diabetic supplies at a
greatly reduced cost.
800-590-4217.
DONATE USED CARS- to
the National Kidney Foundation. Free towing, we
handle paperwork, and you
possibly receive a taxdeduction.
Call
1-800-488-CARS (2277).

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's FOR lease for 1998. 1.3
Acres of dark fire tobacco
See & Sew. 753-6981.
base. Bids 'accepd until
FREE Pregnancy Tests 1-10-98. P.O.Box 463,
Lifehouse 753-0700
Murray, KY 42071

JOB OPENING
Murray Middle School Kids' Company
Date: To Begin

Thanks
Want To Buy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
160.....................Home Furnishings
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170...
Lawn & Garden
180
Farm
Equipment
190
Heavy
Equipment
195..
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220.

immediately

Position: Director
Where to Apply: Murray Board of Education
Complete Application
With Resume'

20 HoursMeek During the School Year
40 Hours/Week During tie Summer Program
Hours:

Preferred Credentials Include: Bachelor's or
Master'-, Degree in Education, or Associate
Degree in Early Childhood Development, or
Three years experience in a school related
program Or a Licensed or Certified Child Day
Care Child Development Associate
Some Responsiblities Include: Monitoring and
meeting all Type I Day Care RequiremenLs,
Managing the budget, Assisting in program
development, Hiring Staff

as possible. A criminal record check and a TB
skin test must be completed.

Notice

Foster Parents
Wanted
• Full or Part Time
• Single or Married
• Compensation Provided
Call Darlene Taylor at
(502) 442-0457
or (502) 825-2191
Families for teens
especially needed!
Farniy Foster Cases a service
ot Kentucky &wet Homes br
Children
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat 9 to 5, Sun 1 $0 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mans, womons, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kiricsey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
NEW YEAR'S EVE
PACKAGES- Van Delis,
New Years Eve, tickets
only, $49/$39. 1, 2, & 4
night pkgs available; Joe
Mit Jan. 3rd, $26/$19;
David Allan Co.,Jan 17th,
$19/$14; Delbert McClinton, Jan 24th, $19/$16. EXECUTIVE INN Paducah,
KY 1-800-866-3636.
REWARD Given for return
of Christmas money in Peoples First bank envelope.
No questions asked. Send
response to: PO Box
1040-t, Murray, KY 42071
STERUNG Silver Jewelry
at affordable prices, San
Marco & other unique designs. Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745.
SULLIVAN'S Louisville
Stoneware, Possible
Dream Santa's, Wusthof
Knives, Cookbooks, Anichiri Linens. 20%-40% off.
303 South 6th. 753-9887.

This position will be filled as won

WORK FOR A

NEW
Fast Growing Division
of James Marine Inc.
•Now Hiring Experienced Diesel
Mechanics
-New Wage Structure
-More Competitive Wages
•Health & Life Insurance
-Retirement Benefits
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
Apply in person at
4540 Clarks River Rd.
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
EOE M/F

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy.

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$12.48
$1476
$22 00
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE

MURRAY KY

ocel 751 41%)
Nationwide TOI FriFF ROO 45S-11a9

In Memory
Miscellaneous
240
260-.-.Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
28... Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290................Heaung And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320............... Apanments For Rent
330...,
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent Or Lease

Happy Birthday
365
For Sale or Lease 470
370..Conunercial Property for Sale 480
380
Pets & Supplies 485
399
Livestock & Supplies 490
Yard Sale 495
400
410
Public Sale 500
420
Home Loans 510
430
Real Estate 520
435
Lake Property 530
440
Lots For Sale 550
450
Farms For Sale .560
460
Homes For Sale 570

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck,
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

,.

Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of their ads for any error.
Murray Lodger & Times will
be responsible tor only one
incorrec t insertion. Any ofFOC should be reported Immediately so corrections
can be made.
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OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 730 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
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• Deadlines are 2 days
kt advance!
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ADJUSTMENT

CALL 753-1916

M
A ME

$6.25 Column Inch

REs

LOST: Female Himalayan
cat,'Crystal'. Family indoor
pet. Reward. 753-5551 or
762-1500.

Fern Terrace
Lodge is now
accepting applications for nurses
aids & cooks.
Prefer experience
but will train.
Pleasant
atmosphere &
good working
conditions.
Apply in person at:

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE
DRIVERS- Al new TSL!
New pay, power lanes,conventionals, positions limited! Students welcome. No
COL! Wel help! Cal TSL
1-800-527-9568.
www.trarastates.corn. eoe.
DRIVERS:Earn
$645.00/weekl No experience? No Problem! C.D.L.
training provided- No contract required! Our Kentucky terminals need trainees now! Call today, get
started tomorrow!
1-800-616-5055.
DRIVERS- Miles add up
with Hornady! Start up to
32e/mile, tarp pay bonuses, raises up to 36C/mile.
Assigned conventionals,
benefits, more! Homady
Truck Line SU. 1-3 WK.7-5
CST. 1-800-648-9664 Ext.
ET-135.
DRIVERS/OTR- We don't
give you lip service! No
NE/Canada/NYC. Singles
and Teams. Real home
policy/ No touch freight. Mnimum 23, 1 year OTR,
CDL with /HazMat
1-800-848-0405. PTL an
EEO Employer.

DRIVERS- OTR calf about
Major Pay Increase! Plus'
home most weekends! Top
pay with bonus! BC/BS Insurance with DentaVVision!
0
Year round riders! AsHelp
signed tractors! Cardinal
Wanted
Freight Carriers. OwnerAREA AVON- Independent Operators/Company drivsales representative. Free ers! 1-800-346-1542- Joe
gifts! Would you enjoy CDL-A.
$500-$1000 extra Christ
mas money? $7-$15 hour/ DRIVERS- Sleep
every
commission Bonuses! night home every weekend
Training! 50-ways to get Christmas bonus
for qualicustomers. 800-735-5286. fied new hires before
a-DRIVERS OTR- Top 12/31/97. 1-800-828-8338.
miles top pay leader in d-DRIVERS,Over the
miles for five years running. road, 35 states. Flat with
Covenant Transport sides, late
model corwen1-800-441-4394. Exper- tionals. 3
years experience.
ienced drivers and owner
Stan .30t-.334 mile+beneoperators 1-800-338-6428. fits.
Call (800) 444-6648.
Graduate students Bud
Meyer Refrigerated Truck
Line solo drivers and con- FULL time Graphic Desigtractors 1-888-667-3729.
ner position. Must know
BRIGHT'S Of Murray is Illustrator or Free Hand to
now accepting applications apply. Apply in person at
Copy Plus, 1301 Chestnut
for sales/ cashier. Apply in
St, Murray.
person: 110 S 5th St,
Murray.
INEXPERIENCED! Free
b-DRIVERS-ARCTIC CDL training. Pre-hired by
EXPRESS- An Ohio based company. Guaranteed job
if qualified. Based out of
company is seeking your
area. $500-$700
company/regional & OTR
weekly. Benefits package.
tractor-trailer drivers. Pay
1-800-455-4682, then dial
up to 35CPM plus benefit 200.
package Must have Class
A COL withitiazmat. Call
Dave or Lisa at MAKE A CHANGE- Make a
800-927-0431. EOE.
difference Unique and rewarding opportunities for
COLORTYME now hiring houseparents/caregivers
manager trainee's and enfor private, residential
try level positions. Must be
school for mentallyenthusiastic and self motichallenged children and
vated. Apply at 408 N 12th
adults. Full time pert-time
St. No phone calls please
and temporary positions.
EOE
Ideal full-time candidates
COMPASS would live on the beautiful
TRANSPORTATION- Driv- 500 acre campus located in
ers needed. No experience Frankfort, Kentucky 23
necessary.
Earn consecutive days and be off
$500-5700 weekly « bene- 5 days. Schedules can be
fits. Home every weekend. somewhat flexibie. ExperiClass A drivers call ence in healthcare or simi1-800-225-9002 for CDL lar work situation is helpful
training
call but not reared. Excellent
Minipill package includes
1-800-242-7364.
meals and use of school
c-DRIVERS: Owner opera- faces.For more intormator & company driver, don, pleas* cal: /Aschele
S#rerF_agleiARNOLD is of- Tackett, Stewart Home
fering exc pay to owned School • Speed cars or
TI' drivers with den Al special people! (502)
COL. Cal 11004146-4321. 227-4621. EOE:

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS- Has a
great opportunity for your
driving future! Free tractor
trailer training, no contract,
no gimmick. For more details, call 800-334-9677 ext
502 or 540.

The family of Mac A.
McCuiston would like to thank
our friends and neighborsfrom
New Concord & New Providence
and Glendale Church of Christ
and Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
for the flowers,food & cards. We
appreciate everything you did for
us. God Bless each one of you.
Rondah, Jackie
& Brandi Hale

NOW taking applications
for all positions at Breaktime Billiards. 759-9303.
OTR Driver needed. Dedicated runs from Jackson,
TN to Wisconsin. Round
trip. Home weekends. Call
(901)247-5856.
POLICE LIEUTENANT
VACANCY; Princeton,
Kentucky seeks applications for the position of
Police Lieutenant Will be
second in command of the
department, KLEC certified. Supervisory or management experience, must.
Applications available:
PPD, 206 N Jefferson
Street, Princeton, KY
42445 or at 502-365-4657.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers.

$45,000 + Per Year
Maior benefits. Company supplied pre-set appointments.
No credit refusals. Company training. Hours worked
days & evenings.

Call It you are serious
about a career & are wiling b work. I'M TIRED OF INTERVIEWING pecpie who only want b earn S300-$400 per we*
ard that don't want to won' Call between 11-4 Mon -Sat

Full-Time Oril f Must Be 25 • 753-0580

/ ALPINE
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Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

-

Help
Wanted

Ti ilDB ;The Classifieds

aC Ink rt 4111.
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Help
Wanted

SENIOR
PRESS
OPERATOR- Immediate
position open on night shift
for operator of 10-unit Goss
Community Press. Experience in printing process
color with quality maintenance and leadership a
must. Must be able to climb
RESPONSIBLE adult up and down equipment, lift
needed to babysit in my up $075 pounds and help
home. Transportation & re- load 900/1100 pound paper
ferences required. Call rolls. Competitive salary
and benefits. Send resume
492-8553.
to: Marsha Janes. General
SALES- CEMETERY Be Manager, Landmark Web
one of the highest paid in Press, P.O.Box 549, ShelAmerica. Gall 11am-4pm, byville, KY 40066. EEOC/
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
M--F.

Say

Thefamily ofKenneth Wayne Roach
would like to express their sincere
thanks for all the love, kindess and
support shown us during the time of
his death. A special thanks to Sheila
Crouse & Marsha Schrvader for the
beautiful songs, to those who served as
pallbearers, to Bro. John Terry, Bro.
PaulBogard,& Bro.Danny Guess,and
to everyone who sent food & flowers.
For every kind word & deed, we love
you all.
God Bless you
June, Keith, Karen & Rita

060

060

753-0113

ME
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Card of Thanks

Card of Thanks

Help
%Mad

Help
Wanted

THE BEST JUST GOT
BETTER!- New health,
dental & life insurance for
company drivers & owner
operators. Increased mileage pay for.owner operators, 1st day rider program
Fleet management. Now
accepting 6 month+ OTR
experience. Now hiring 22
years & older. Call for more
information! Heartland Express at 1-800-441-4953 or
1-800-654-0093.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
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dud
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ANTI
tates
492-1
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IMMEDIATE SALES OPENING

Regional office equipment dealership has an
immediate opening for an experienced Sales
Representative. A strong work ethic is required.
Prefer sales experience of five years or more.
Salary and Bonus
Spirt Program
Insurance Furnished
Automobile Furnished
401K
Send Resume: Sales Position
P.O. Box 487
Mayfield, KY 42066

CASI
rifles
tots.
Goo,
MUIM

WAN
4-wh
436-:

100L
sale.
Lova
Brok
753-4

18"
Crys1
$199
as $1
HBO
753-'

3YR
$400
6Pm,

CALL Me- Mrs. V for your
house cleaning needs. Reliable, courteous service!
M-F, most weekends.
436-5995.

JOLL
exce
laP
bon,
ask I

CLEAN-UP after new construction. Commercial
and residential. Experienced and references.
Phone Valerie 436-5914,
evening hours.

ANTI
dresi
w/pe
Wor
759-1

HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis.
Dependable with references. Free estimates! Call
762-4769.
WILL sit with elderly. $6 an
hour. 10 yrs experience.
Cal 753-2637.
WILL sit with elderly. Experienced. Phone
436-5228.

FRITO LAY/HERSHEY/
PEPSI ROUTE!- Part-time/
full-time! Expansion. Financing available! Prime
local sites! On-Going support! Minimum $3000
investment/huge profits!
Call: 1-800-731-7233, Ext
4930.

Murrav-Callowa%. County Hospital, a leader in
providing quahty healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings

Director of Nursing; Long Term
Care Division
Western Kentucky's premier Long Term Care
facility is looking for an individual who is seeking a
challenge. MCCH operates a 226 bed Long Term
Care Division which consists of a 174 bed free
standing facility and a 52 bed hospital unit. The
qualified candidate must possess a BSN. MSN
preferred, at least 5 years management experience
in a Long Term Care environment and recent
JCAHO experience. The candidate must exhibit
excellent leadership skills and the ability to foster an
atmosphere of teamwork. Excellent benefit and
compensation package.
rirr7
For details contact:
Greg Lowhorn VP LTC
(502) 767-3663

MLTRRAY
CALLOWNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

X03 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

BEA'
Peac
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P-20
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FAS1
753-4
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IRECTORY
Keep the phone numbers you need at your fingertips wherever
you go. Clip and save this handy phone list and keep it in your
car, your office-wherever you use your cellular phonel
PERSONAL NUMBERS

EMERGENCY NUMBERS
Murray Police Dept.
753-1621 Cal. Co. Sheriff
Murray Fire Dept.
911 Cal. Co. Fire & Rescue
MSU Public Safety

762-2222

KSP

E
0
0
0
753-3151

7534952
800-222-5555

SPONSORS
Coldwell Banker
414 So. 12th SI.

753-1651

Sharon Beech Crouch

759-5708

D/B/A Appraisals One
1407-A Crystal Brook Ln
Have Mop WM Travel
759-4222
615 A-3 Southside Shp Ctr
Rogers Construction
753-2993
Specializing in Home Repair

McClard's Towing
207 S. 7th St.
Horton's Lock Shop
900 Coldwater Rd

ro;
0
E3

0

..••••==

753-9132
753-5980

Flower Basket
609'/i S. 4th St

753-9514

Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

753-1916

Appliance Repair Service
403 Maple St

767-9552

100

1120
Business
Opportunity

Articles
FrOf Sob

RESTAURANT for sale or
lease 753-8856

FOR Sale Extra good hay,
covered round or square
bales suitable for horses or
cattle 753 6567

120

$1399 00 PENTIUM
166MMX Multi media 24x
CD Computer 16 MB Ram,
2 5GB Harddrive, MS
Home Bundle Software and
15' Digital Monitor See
Hawkins Research, 1334
Chestnut Street, Murray
753-7001

h
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100LB LP Cylinders to
sale. LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town B&B
Brokers, 701 So. 12th
753-4389

3YR old washer & dryer,
$400/set obo Call after
5pm, 759-4148
JOLLYTIME bouncer seat,
excellent condition, $10 2
lap trays, excellent condibon, $10. Cali 759-9215
ask for Sherry
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil. Laced
w/pearts, size 8, $500 obo.
Worn one time only.
759-9824 after 4 00

n Care
eking a
g Term
ed free
lit. The
MSN
ierience
recent
exhibit
oster an
!fit and

177
AY

2117

LEER wooer tor Dodge Dakota short wheel base
truck 474-8340
LP GAS REFILL SPECIAL
w/ad 20lb cyl $495, 100lb
cyl $2795 B&B Brokers,
701 So 12th 753-4389

MAMIYA RB PRO, S 67
with 90 mm 13 8 Wise Revotvin back 120 film holder
and case All for $950 obo
$179900 PENTIUM 200 One new pt30 pentax 35
MMX MLA-media 24x CD with lots of goodies Call
Computer, 32 MB Ram, 474-8048
3 2GB Harddrive MS
Home Bundle Software and MARTIN 50000 BTU nat
gas stove, $225, Hide-a17 Digital Monitor
Bed $40; LP gas clothes
$1999 CO PENTIUM 233 dryer $50; 93 Ford F-150,
MMX Multi media 24x CD V8, 5sp $9500, 85 Ford
Computer, 64 MB Ram, Wagon, V8, auto $500.
3 2GB Harddnve MS Of- Phone 753-4268
fice 97 Software and 17'
MOVING sale 62" buffet,
Digital Monitor 753-7001
Meditterean style $150 2
MEMORY Spacial! 16Aleg Arm chairs, $75/ea Whirlof EDO 72 Pin memory pool 20cu ft refrigerator w/
installed, $70 Upgrade icemaker, perfect working
Special! New 200 MHZ condition, $153 759-8252
CPU, motherboard with
for your barn or roof
5121<, fan & heat sink in- SEE us
Cut to length Covcluded $289 installed Call metal
ers 36 inches, many colors
Cyber Elite at 759-3251
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722
110
Want
SOUTH Bend metal turning
To Buy
lathe, 10" swing power
ANTIQUES- piece or es- cross feed 2 HP air comtates. Call Larry Elkins pressor Bell saw sharpen492-8646 or 753-1418.
ing machine never used
CASH paid tor good, used 502-767-9787
rifles, shotguns, and pis- STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
tols. Benson Sporting
30x40x10, $4,323;
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
40x60x14, $7,786;
Murray
50x75x14, $10,591,
WANTED riding mowers & 50x100x16, $14,240;
4-wheelers that need work. 60x100x16, $16,707. Ministorage buildings, 30x160,
436-2867.
32 units,$13,944 Free txochures Sentinel Buildings,
150
800-327-0790, Extension
Articles
79_
For Sals

18" DISH SATELLITE
Crystal clear picture, only
$199 Programming as low
as $15 a month' Also get 6
HBO Channels, $10 Call
753-7419

rm

Firewood

BEANIE Babies for sale
Peace, Doodle, Tank & The
Holiday Beanies Also have
P-200 & P-150 CPU'S for
sale Call 753-8871 ask for
Jay
FAST Track exerciser, $75
753-4169

WOLFF TANNING BEDTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
Home units from $19900
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call today 1-800-842-1310.

FIREWOOD, $35/rick
75345747
SEASONED firewood delrvered 436-2779
240
limelimaseue
GET MARRIED' Smoky
Mountains areas most
beautiful chapels elegant
white & coda( mountain top
& faintly cabins complete
arrangements No tests
1 - 800 - 89 3 - 7 2 7 4
http./*'ww smokymtnmall
com/mall/
smokeywed html
ROMANTICE CANDLELITE WEDDINGS Ordained-licensed Ministers, elegant decorated full
service chapel Affordable
packages Secluded honeymoon cabins Stay three
nights fourth free Gatlinburg,
Tennessee
1 - 800 - 9 33 746 4
1-800-Wed-Ring
270
Maids
Homes For Sae
ALL New!! 32X80 by
Champion with Pella windows!!! Your housing lender, Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc., 2427 E Wood St.,
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891.
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers
package, land/home loans.
Green Tree Financial.
800-221-8204
or
800-554-8717.
READY for you to move in!
12X60 mobile home Central h/a, front porch, 2br 1'4
bath May leave setup or
move Close to MSU campus $4,000 obo Call
492-8103
20

Mobilo
Homo For Root
14X70 3br, VA bath
$300imo 12X65 2br,
$260/mo. Deposits, references & lease 753-6012
2BR trailer NJ pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866

BIG Discounts Now
Through ChnsUriasl! Recliners, swivel & glider rockers, bedding & all in-stock
items! Carraway Furniture,
105 N 3rd. 753-1502.
WOQDEN chest of drawers, $20. Wooden night
stand, $20. White dresser
with 3drawers, 2 shelves, &
cabinet, like new $50 Call
759-3240,
200
Sports
Equipment
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
POWER-RIDER, like new,
$125 obo Call 753-8197,
after 5pm

3BR New Concord, private
lot Phone 753-1385
NICE 2br, 2 bath all electric
$350/mo plus deposit In dudes water & trash pickup In small trailer park
Available now. 2br,
$275/mo. Available Jan
1st Call 492-84.88

Need Furniture? Bedding?

EASTSIDE

For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup cio to...

BP

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

t4,1-

Ky. Lake Area's Best Kea Secret
* 55. residents are special to us * Ammonites of On site sportive
* Beautiful row 2 bedroom garden services
SO4. apartments
* Scheduled Partsportoon
• Screened porches & carports * Grocery and Decay salon
avaatiie
* Corrguter iearning center
* Actress's P. Wellness Program
Bonus early rentals receive let month's rent complimentary. Come
grow elk us in I sale, secure, Owned retirement community.
Open House Deriy 10-4
1127 Wisp Rd. 086 Benton, KY 42025
Phone 3541111411 • TOO 1-03-2474510
11.•••••1•1

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-28.58

1990 DODGE Dynasty.
Good condition. 759-3484.

MALE AKC English
Pointer 753-3078
REGISTERED Border Collie puppies. 3mos old
$150 354-8998

NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY.
759-4984. Equal Housing
Opportunity.

YOUNG handfed Cockabets lust in time for Chrsitmas 489-2871

Cr
•

Ot3
0 Are You Looking For Security? 0

2 WESTERN show saddles
& 1 English saddle outfit.
Call after 6pm. 753-0298.
FESCUE clover hay Early
cutting $20 roll 435-4485

0 Are you in need of a place to store your 0
5? valuables? There's no need to look any 0
U further — we have what you need!0
Security Gate • Low Rates
8
0
Ca// Today At
0
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 0
0 1850 State Route 121 South Murray KY 42071

10

753-5562

Licensed & Insured

753-5585

Al) Size Units
Available

753-3853
12n

1BR available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR Diuguid Dr. new Call
Coleman Realty 753 9898
1BR, low utilities 1209 N
121h St, references & deposit required $235/mo
753-3949 or 748 5924

'Local And
Out Of State Moonir

Morris Mobile Home Movers
Setup & Underpinning

1 ROOM furnished efficieny apt. $195/mo, water
paid No pets. 753-1203

(502) 767-9630
'
1

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray Equal OpporUnity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-1109

1•••••••••.

Lbw
Property
2BR at Kentucky Lake with
deeded lake access, fireplace, attached garage
$41,900. (502)436-5927.

DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp $9,900
firm 759-4696
LAKE cottage plus vacant
lot Will trade for rental
property in Murray Call
Dallas at Grey's 759-2001
or 767-0493
LAKEFRONT Paradise120f1 wrap around deck,
41x, 3 bath sauna, pool,
boat slip, beautiful lake
view. Most Seel Call Barbara, Century 21 Loretta
Jobs
Realtors,
(502)753-1492 Reduced!
51951< *4000696

room
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
310

Homo
For Root
1BR house on Hwy 280,
minutes from lake Deposit/
lease $300/mo Available
early Jan 436-2506

Couch 2 rockers tv, vcr
china cabinet dresser
chest of drawers hospita'
bed, small appliances
swing pets) table set lamp
bicycle assorted items

2-38R house, central gas
heat, stove & refrigerator
furnished $375/mo, 6mo
lease, Imo deposit No
pets 753-2905, 753-7536

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings for interior painting.
(d---- _. Please call Paul for

t

502-759-4979

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
CM SUNBURY

MURRAY IBAK,nd Bunry BnAa0I

753 5940
_Ado"

1989 YAMAHA BLASTER
Good condition $1,000
436-6026

Guaranteed Auto Loans
*
*
*
*
*

"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Offs
Bad Credit
No Credit
* Tax Liens
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
Repossessions
* Medical Bills
Slow Pays
* Divorced
W7. CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 - Call Shawn
Or

24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!

mb Brothers

used
Cate

Tree Service

MUST sell 1988 Taurus,
new transmission, new
tires, good condition,
$1500 519-1444

1993 MAZDA Miata, 5sp.,
red, 69,xxx miles, 1 owner,
adult driver $9,600.
759-4480.
1995 MUSTANG GT convertible 50 Liter, 43 XXX
miles, loaded Green/ tan
$17,800 759-9953.

502-436-574-41
2.-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED Free Elti.MOUJ
24 Hr Service
Hedge T'Intoning
Troe Spraying
Tree 1l Stomp
0
'
411
R erriovai

e Trimming
CLeaAnp Service
Fnil Lute of
Ecedpnient
Quahn Senv

WATER DRAINAGE'
HAULING.

'SEPTIC TANKS
'LANDSCAPING

% ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray.
753-2592
160
Homes
For Sal.

PRICE REDUCED! Canterbury. 1523 Beckett Dr
Approximately 2600sq ft
plus 2 car garage
$139,900 759-4801 or
753-1152 work

AUTO LOANS Wheeler
McClain Ford will arrange
financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for 1st time
buyers, bad credit repo's
or bankruptcy Call Kenny,
or
2 4 7- 9 300
800-874-0256

BACKHOE 8. EXCAVATION
Brad
436-5790

Free Estimates

Jim
436-5363

Zffigiliriertilirateir#Eli
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
Vans
1984 CHEVY van, hi-top
cxistom Needs transmis
sion work $3500 obo
436-5269
1986 DODGE Caravan,
(needs a new head)
Student Most Sell' $300
obo Call 762-4794
1987 150 ECONOLINE,
full-size short wheel base,
6cyl, $1900 753-0115

52.15 ACRES
In 9 Mini Tracts
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. DEC. 20TH AT 10:00 A.M.
THE TOM ED TRAVIS ESTATE
A Short Drive Northeast Of Murray, Ky.
From Murray, Take Hwy 94 East 9 Miles To Old

•

••

Shiloh Road, Proceed West 1/2 Mile To
Property Locationl! Signs Posted!!

QUIE7" COUNTRY LIVIAIC
GREAT NOME SITES • BEAUTIFUL TREES
Country Home - Barn - Fences
SOO
Farmland- Meadows - Creeks
Used
Trucks
Four Tracts Fronting Old Shiloh Rd
COUNTRYSIDE Winner! 1971 CHEVY tuck, can be 6.52 - 7.26 - 9.10 Acre Tracts
3br, 2 baths sets on 13+ seen a 600 Meadow Lane
Country Home With .53 Acre
acres
Nearly new, For information call
Two
Tracts Fronting Outland Rd
$130,000 Hurry or its 753-6249
7.63 Acres - 12-82 Acres
gone! Call Barbara Barnett,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1984 CHEVY Silverado, Three Tracts Fronting Hwy 1346
loaded, overdrive trans ,
Realtors 753 1492
2.75 Acre's in Each Tract
Mb, 58 XXX actual miles

t

*4000694
2BR brick with dining family, carport & detached garage. gas heat ref & stove
$400/mo plus deposit East
of Almo 437 4386
2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray Lease & deposit
required Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109
2BR near university No
pets $350/mo, security deposit 492-8393

42n
Home
Louis
ATTN Homeowners Borrow $25.000-$100,000
Too many bills/ Pay off
high interest credit cards
Home Improvements
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval No Equity Capital
Call Platinum Capital
(800)523-5363/ Open 7
Days

2BR with garage, 121
South 1 mile from city
$350/mo • deposit
753-6444
3BR 2 baths 2 car garage
nice quiet area 753 1709
see by appointment
3BR 2 bath
753-8292

$350/mo

CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS- Credit
problems understood Consolidate bills, home improvements. payoff land
contracts Bad credit OK A
direct Kentucky lender not
a broker No application
tees. 5 day closings We
come to your home
1-888 244 9908

EXCEPTIONAL value for
the once' 2 5 acres ha§
lovely redecorated 3br
home +40X60 shop barn &
fenced pasture New central h/a $78,500 Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
*3001134
NEW Homes for sale North
Villa Subdivision Extra
nice, decorative brick, cus
tom 4br. 3 bath, lir, d/r, den,
3200sq ft living area, plus 2
car garage Also nice 3br, 2
bath, tray ceilings Financ
trig available Lee Starks
Custom Homes 492 8238
office, 759-5475 home
REDUCED! $99.900. 106
Williams(3 blocks to MSU)
3br, 2 baths, custom
kitchen, quality interior
767-0896

Very nice truck 435-4486,
after 5pm or leave
message
1986 CHEVY S-10, cruise
air, sharp local truck,
52,XXX actual miles
$3300 753-5921
1995 CHEVYS10,4 7L V6,
23,XXX miles Excellent
condition $9500 Call
753-7175
1995 NISSAN p/u. ext cab
4wd, XEV6 39,XXX miles
$15,500 (502)759 1668
after 5pm Leave message
if no answer
1995 DODGE Ram 1500
Sarles. If you can afford
about $150 a month lust to
keep the transmission in
this truck I have the truck
tor you! Purchased new in
Paris, TN CaN *92 8488

115%1101NR, BALANCE IN 30 DAYSil
1.22 ACRES OF FIRE CURED TOBACCO BASE
805 LBS OF BURLEY TOBACCO POUNDAGE
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
EFFECTIVE 1998 SEASON - FSA FARM e 1489
AMOUNT INDICATED IS 1997 QUOTA!
TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAM FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!!
WIT? MUST MEET CALI.CWAY CD FSA ,IECUFINENTS I STIPULA PONS'
Auction HighlIghts '84 Chevy Piekup •'77 Ford 3,4 Pickup
• Ford 2 Btrn Plow • 3 Pt Disc • 3 Pt Bushhog • Manure
Spreader • Hay Speer • NH Rake • NH Hayttne • JD Mower •
Case 1 Row Picker • Chain Sew • Srriaral Horse Drawn Items
• very Nice Teem wagon • Spring Wagon Seat • Horse B. Mule
Gear • So Bales Of Hay • 22 Rd Bales Of Hay • Barn Yard
kesceilaneous Comploto SottA•rnont Day Of Sala!!
lard Paint Cook! B. f'rmem 1 n Any Homo Bur Poor To 1978 MO* VOUr
trupecion fklor• NE Mb Buyer WO B. Reoureil To Sign A Deponsurri
v*,,,..., ro,11 10 NW PC1111 S.irooricoon

JAMES
R.
CASH
;E.:. Ei- :. B;3p
-,-;:.,E77.
Ijc_i
., ' FANCY FARM KY.
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free estimate at

1996 MERCURY Cougar,
V8 loaded, 21,XXX miles
Sell for payoff. 492-6138

Moving Sale

314 S. 13th St.
Fri., Dec. 19
Noon - 3 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 20
9 a.m.-Noon

-

•

tiail Rental and Sales

1987 HONDA TRX250
4-wheeler. 1984 Honda
ATC70 3-wheeler. Both
good condition 489-2208,
after 6pm.

3STORY A-FRAME (within
1995 YAMAHA Timberwalking distance) of Kenwolf, $2795
Nice
tucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1
753-3021 days, or
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
623-8890.
24x30 detached 2 car garage, 24x32 carport, 8x10
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ground. 3 Decks with view
of lake. 2 Lake accesses (1
private, 1 public) nearby. 1994 FORD Explorer Eddie
Apprx 14 miles East of Mur- Bauer, new Michelin tires,
ray. $95,000 Serious in- 70xxx
miles, second
quiries only. Shown by ap- owner. CD player holds 10
pointment. Call 474-8704 CD's Leather seats, p/w,
after 5pm, or leave very nice, $17,000 Call afmessage
ter 5pm. 759-5497,

3BR, 2 baths, 2 car garage
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
Extra nice Call 753-2577
$48. Single Cross 80,000 after 6pm or
759-1926,
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
days
Club or buy direct. For more
info call 1-800-338-4558
BY Owner 3br, l'A baths,
2700 sq ft under roof 2
miles from Murray
753-0444
Yard
BY Owner 3br brick, 1
Sale
bath, matching brick on
storage building, 1.5 acre
lot, great location with
shade trees. Immediate
possession 489-2756

All Sizes
Available

Neon Beacn
Mini-Storage

135

Lob
For Sale
Livestock
& Supplies

HALEY'S
1"Ugh;Puck

SOLD

390

VERY nice 2br,
baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
14X22 OFFICE plus stor- dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
age space 4 miles north of 1 mo deposit. No pets
Murray. $200/mo. 753-2905, 753-7536.
(901)668-4065
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex
Appliances with
comwith
air
shop
4 CAR
washer & dryer furnished
pressor. 753-4509.
Central h/a Extra storage
space $550/mo limo deposit 6yr lease No pets
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

HOMEOWNERS! Debt
Consolidation! Borrow
$25,000-$100,000 Too
many bills? Home improvements Apply by phone'
24-hour approval No
equity required Platinum
Capital
1 800 523-5363/Open 7
days

4.10

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

COMMERCIAL suite of offices for rent Located at 6th
& Main, National Hotel
Lease terms negotiable
Call 753-0757 for further
informabon

GEISSOLD

PRICE REDUCED TO
SELL!
GREAT
LOCATION- 804 S 16th St
105X250 beautiful wooded
lot 2,850 sq tt (with possi
biliDes for more) Bonus
room up- 40X12 walk in
attic 3br, 2'/i bath 6
closets. 10 rooms, central
H/AC. LR, Dine den
MORTGAGE LOANS- kitchen combo with apQuick and easy, bill conso- peances, fireplace drapes,
lidation, home improve- shutters, utility with cabs,
ments, cash out refinance, sun-room, patio & 2 car
land contract payoffs attached garage Call
Bankrupts and bad credit 759-0700
Ask for. Jennifer Knowles,
Mercantile Mortgage Co of TAKE advantage of those
low interest rates & purchLouisville 800-237-3901
ase your dream home Lo
cated en rear of Saddle
.130
Creek Subdivision this
Real
spacious 4br, 3 5 bath
Estate
home features over 3500
BOTTOM land for sale 93 sq ft of living area, 911 coil
acres plus 1 5 acres for irigs & numerous amenities
building site Clarks River throughout Contact Rich at
near Almo Call 436-5099 Kopperud Realty,
HALEY Appraisals_ Bob 753-1222 for additional in
on
Haley, state certified. formation
MLS*3001071 Immediate
759-4218.
Possession Possible!)
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase WOODSY Outdoors &
homes-all price ranges. If Room To Ramble! Plus 2
you are thinking of selling- acres 3br, 2 baths Call
contact one of our courte- Barbara for appointment,
ous and professional 753-1492/ 753-0443 Pragents at 753-1222 or stop iced at $100,000 Century
by office at 711 Main St. 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
*4000439
SPACIOUS duplex Good
location on Michelle Drive
1
,
0
Each side has 2br, 2 bath,
garage & kitchen, dining
likootorolto
area with bay window
Washer/ dryer hook-ups included Call 763-6199.

641 Storage

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community

homes
For Sale

28R 1 bath with carport, 3BR Available immedicentral h/a, appliances ately 759-2174
furnished wrd hookup,
$475/mo lyr lease, 1 3BR brick, central h/a.
month deposit No pets, Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
753-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 1 bath duplex, LARGE 3br, 1 bath home in
$375/mo, $375 deposit: town, a/c, carpeted, appliances & washer in435-4003.
cluded No pets $350/mo,
2BR, duplex, central h/a, $350 deposit 759-1519
stove, refrigerator, dis
hwasher, wid hook-up Col- NICE 31x, refurbished, w/
appliances, washer &
eman RE 753-9898
dryer, gas heat $550 a
2BR duplex in Northwood
month plus deposit Phone
$400/mo 753-3964
753-7920
3BR, 2 bath New in 1996,
very nice, new university
360
All appliances furnished
SWOP
$600/mo 767-0493
ROMIG
38R apt, stove & refrigeraCREEKVIEW Self-storage
tor furnished, central h/a
warehouses on Center
1303 Chestnut St
Drive behind Shoney's
759-4696
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
3 ROOM apartment AvailC-STORAGE, 1015 storable immediately
age units, 4th St & Syca759-2174
more E. Next to CunningCABIN Apartments on the ham Auto Repair.
lake, Cypress community 753-3571.
Furnished, utilities inNORTHWOOD storage
$450/mo
cluded
presently has units avail436-5099
able. 753-2905 or
EFFICIENCIES & lbr furn- 753-7536
ished apartments. 1 block
185
from MSU Lease & deposit
required No pets. Partial
For Sale
Or Lease
utilities paid Plenty of free
parking 753-0932 or
LAND for lease: 9 acres
753-5898
Buchanan
area
EXTRA nice 1 br, 1 bath, 901-247-3716
central h/a, all appliances
included, $375/mo, lyr
360
lease, 1 month deposit No
Pets
pets. Call 753-2905 or
& Supdies
753-7536
AKC Chocolate Lab pupFOR LEASE, 2br/ 1 bath in pies sired by Nestle (masSherry Lane Estates Apart- cot of Farmers Farmacy)
ments $495/mo, lease, no See Jeff at Farmers Farpets Has all appliancee macy or. call 753-3387 after
plus stack washer & dryer 6pm
Will have fresh paint and
carpet cleaned Call Lynda AKC GERMAN ROTat Grey's Properties TWEILER, 8MOS OLD,
TRAINED AND HOUSE
759-2001
BROKEN. Great head and
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- muscle definernent Hasn't
land Westley Village, lbr yet readied maximum poapartment, utilities in- tentiat$400 obo. Call
cluded, rent based on in- 759-9215. Serious inquircome 62 & older, or handi- ers only. If no one answers,
cap & disabled Equal leave message
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8886.
AKC
MINIATURE
NATIONAL HOT,EL PINSCHERS- Adorable
APARTMENTS, Main at pups SrW ready to go by
6th, now accepting applica- Christmas Also have great
tions for lb( & 2br, utilities young house pets availReasonable.
included Rent based on able
income Elderly or disab- 901-593-0061
led Equal Housing OpporBASSETT pups Healthy,
tunity. 502-753-0762.
cute 1st, shots & wormed
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or Ready Dec 21st $200
3-4br house w/washer & 901)642-3954
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main BORDER Collie puppies
St 753-1252 before 5pm, Ready for Christmas. All
753-0606 after 5pm
males 502-328-8715

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park. Coleman RE,
NICE 2br duplex with car753-9898.
port, gas heat & appliances Deposit Lease
265
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
Moblb
$450/mo 753-7457
Haab Lots For Rent
LOT for rent for RV o NOW renting lbr apartments 1608 College Farm
mobile home 492-6159
Rd. Stove & refrigerator
furnished. $215/mo. Call
300
753-6716, after 5pm.
Boohoos

Rotolo

460
Howe
Loans

Houses
For Rant

Apartments
For Rent

5B
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Services
Offered

A-1 Tree professionals. ANTIQUE refinishing, furSlump removal, eve spray- niture repair & custom
w,serving Murray, Cabo- woodwork. 753-8056.
wiry -County sines-19607- 'APPLIANCE REPAIRS
estimates 437-3044
Factory trained by 3 major
FLORIDA this winter? 31ft Free
492-8737.
or
manufacturers. All work
Air Strewn, extra nice &
ready to go. Cal 753-3672,
and parts warranted. Ask
ADAM'S HOME IM- for Andy at The Appliance
after 5pm
PROVEMENTS. Works, 753-2455.
Remodeling/ Repairs. Inside & Out No Job Too APPUANCE REPAIR. All
Smell. 7599906.
brands; Kenmore. 30+
AFFORDABLE all wound years experience. BOBBY
3-0 DOZING, backhoe, hauling, junk clean-up, HOPPER, 436-5848.
septic, & gravel hauling. cleaning out sheds, tree
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Driveways, foundations. work 436-2867
PROFESSIONAL
502-437-4969
D EPENDABLE
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, AFFORDABLE, quality, 502-7674552.
stump removal, tree spray- building you'll be proud of!
BACK1-00E Service- small
ing, leaf raking, hedge trim- Residential construction,
jobs driveways, box blade,
remodeling,
roofing,
vinyl
landscaping,
mulch
ming,
hauling & mulch spreading, siding, porches, decks. rottertilting snow removal
753-0834 or 7599835
gutter cieaning. Licensed & fencing, concrete & mainsured, Full line of equip- sonry And home repairs
BACKHOE Service - ROY
ment. Free estimates. Tim Free estimates 753-8007,
HILL Septic system, driveBuilding.
436-5744, Elite
Lamb
ways, hauling, foundations,
1400-548-5262..
etc. 436-2113.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
A&A Lamb Brothers Com- foundations, slabs, sidew- BOB'S Plumbing Service.
plete Lawn Care. Mowing, alks, driveways, buildings, AN work guaranteed. Free
leaf mulching. landscaping
remodeling, repairs, AGC estimates. 753-1.134,
Mark Lamb, 436-5791
certified. 489-2214.
492-8584.
1995 JAYCO fold down
camper l_ika new. A/C,
sleeps 6+ Cal 753-6562 to
- - -99
-

•

99419
---
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Some Baptists start
conservative group
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Some Southern Baptists have
formed an organization to promote conservative causes within
the domination, but they don't
plan to break with the Kentucky
Baptist Convention, participants
said.
The group, called Southern
Baptists of Kentucky, will hold
annual evangelistic rallies, and it
will publish a quarterly newspaper or magazine to highlight
the work of the Southern Baptist
Convention and Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville, said the Rev. Mike Routt.
Routt was elected president of
the organization, which met for
the first time on Dec. 9 in Elizabethtown. Routt, pastor of Rose
Hill Baptist Church in Ashland,
said 42 pastors and laypeople attended the meeting.
"There is no denying that just
about everybody in this group is
very conservative," said the Rev.
Hershael YOrk,.06 atteliiitcl the
meeting. "But in no way is this
group interested in a split."
York is a professor at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary.
Routt expressed a desire to
"work in support of the KBC."
But the Rev. Gayle Toole of
Nicholasville, who is Kentucky
Baptist Convention president,
said he knew nothing about the
new group. The KBC represents
nearly 2,400 churches with about
750,000 members.
"Until I have made some connection with Mike (Routt), I
don't know what he's about or
what he's doing," Toole said. "I
just wonder why they would have
to put forth that kind of effort
when we are willing to work
together."
When asked why the KBC
hierarchy was not informed,
Routt said: "That's a really good
question. We just decided we
were going to meet. We had

•
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Servkes
Offered

some concerns, and we wanted to
address those concerns."
Routt said he intends to meet
"in the near future" with the
Rev. Bill F. Mackey, the KBC's
new executive secretary treasurer.
LaVeme Butler, interim pastor
at Ashland Avenue Baptist
Church in Lexington, said he
joined the new group because he
sees it as an alternative voice to
the Kentucky Baptist Fellowship,
a coalition of moderate churches
within the KBC.
"We feel loyalty to the Kentucky Baptist Convention, as long
as it is not influenced by the
Kentucky Baptist Fellowship,"
Butler said.
Southern Baptist churches are
autonomous. They work together
through state conventions and
through the national Southern
Baptist Convention.
The Kentucky Baptist Convention in recent years has been
theologically moderate.
The Southern Baptist Convention, on the other hand, has taken
a conservative stance that resulted in a boycott of Walt Disney Co. and an upheaval at
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, which is operated by
the Southern Baptist Convention.
Routt foresees a conservative
shift in the KBC as Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary
graduates take leadership in Kentucky Baptist churches. The new
group will help ease the transition, Routt said.
"There are a lot of people
among Kentucky Baptists who
have not yet seen what the impact
of changes at Southern will mean
to Kentucky," said Mark Wingfield, editor of the Western Recorder, the weekly newspaper of
the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
"I think this new group sees that
and is trying to seize upon it."

Salvia**
Offered

Services
Offered

BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING. COLSON Home Repairs.
Tree removal, dead limbs, Additions, garages, docks.
treneerg- 759-5363. lee" remodeling, vinyl siding.
.
Till4101„
•-20yre- ex-perience.
753-5592.
CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANED by Cer- CONSTRUCTION &
tified Technicians with REPAIR- Free estimates.
MURRAY CARPET & UP- Remodeling,fencing, deckHOLSTERY CLEANING. ing, roofing & electrical
7534300 Anytime for Free 489-2832
Estimates!
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
CARPET CLEANING decks, fencing, pole barns,
Serving Murray for over sheds, carports Also repair
25yrs. Certified techni- & rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
cians. Carpets. upholstery
753
7860
We
accept
estimates
Free
all mat/3r credit cards Lee's
Carpet Cleaning CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys753-5827.
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
CARPORTS for cars and Horace Shoiar.
trucks. Special sizes for DAVID'S Cleaning Sermotor home, boats, RVs vices. *Cleaning vinyl sidand etc. Excellent protec- ing, homes, mobile homes,
tion, high quality, excellent boats, brick driveways,
value Roy HiN 436-2113. parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
CHIM Chim Chimney available. David Borders,
Sweep chimney cleaning Insured, Completely Moservice. 10% senior dis- bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
counts. 435-4006.

Servkee
Offered

LEAF RAKING. trenching
& extras Satisfaction guaranteed 436-2102, ask f7-x
Joseph tamb•
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets, Uphoislery. Free
estimates 302 S 12th

753-5827

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,Dec.
19, 1997:
Take the lead this year; playing a
supporting role or remaining in the
background is not an option. Inevitably, through this high visibility
you will draw others' notice,for better or worse. In many ways, you will
change your presentation and style.
If you are single,you are certainly in
circulation; you have your choice of
who, what and where. Think about
what you want and expect. If attached, share more of your professional life with your partner. Do not
isolate yourself from him. VIRGO
fusses over details.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
** Pressure builds, and you are
easily irritated. Avoid snapping at
co-workers. Conduct an internal examination: What is going on with
you? Be sensitive to your feelings
and needs. A mandatory appearance bothers you.Tonight: Do something just for yourself.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your imagination emerges
in full force with children and new

friends. Buta partner misreads your
joyful playfulness. Be understanding. Do your best to bring holiday
cheer to those who grumble. Tonight: Flirt under that mistletoe!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***Othersseem brusque and busy;
you need smiles. Don't get uptight
but,rather,walk in their shoes. What
is going on with them? Meanwhile,
make plans for a special get-together
this weekend, with people whom
you adore. Don't push too hard. Tonight: Easy does it.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Communication is needed.
You might feel you're hitting a block
at work, or with someone in your
daily life. Remain sure of yourself.
Make calls,and decide on gift certificates for those presents you haven't
found. Tonight: Partake in Christmas cheer with friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Whoa! Slow down before you
get yourself in trouble. Taking any
kind of risk is a Inistake. It can hurt
you, emotionally and financially.
Play it conservative. Take care of
yourself first. Magnetism is high.
Just be careful how you use it! Tonight: Finish up your shopping.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You can undermine yourself,
or you can let your sunny side out.
You need to honor what feels like a

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions. ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions. Call
753-0152.

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, ackditons vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592.
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PAINTING & staining. Interior & exterior. Call
436-2101.

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, ihcrowaves Free
estimates Authorized
SAVE all your computer dealer for 18-inch Digital
information on one cd to Satellite & Dish Network.
prevent loss. Only $75. Call Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
Justin at 759-8662.
753-0530.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might feel as if something is askew, and it is. But don't
push your luck. Make long-distance
calls, reach out for others and prepare to greet family and friends.
Incorporate stronger,loving feelings
into the holiday season.Tonight:Let
the music lead you.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friend reverses a decision
and puts you into limbo. But if you
use the opening for special time with
a loved one,you could be very happy.
Still, let this friend know how you
feel. Emphasize quality relating;
don't feel pressured. Tonight: Go for
an experience!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A boss stompsnn your plans.
You might feel you are pushing
against forces beyond your control.
You gain because ofyour willingness
to be flexible. Friends miss you, but
you could pull this off. Don't hesitate
to ask for help. Tonight:Join friends
for parties and celebrations.
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BORN TODAY
Former basketball player Kevin
McHale(1957),actress Cicely Tyson
(1939), actor Robert Urich (1945)
cut
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Peppers Christmas Sale on
.Select Used Cars & Trucks

•

•

1997 Toyota T100 4x4 Xtra - Low miles
1997 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4x41997 Toyota 4Runner SR51996 Chevrolet Beretta
1996 Cadillac DeVille - Low Miles
1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS 1995 Chevrolet S101995 Pontiac Bonneville 1995 Dodge D150 SLT 1995 Mercury Cougar XR71995 Chevrolet Astro Conversion 1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera 1995 Ford Thunderbird LX V-8 1995 Dodge Dakota SLT 4X4 1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme 1994 GMAC Conversion Van - Low mile
1994 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE - Leather
1994 Chevrolet Astro LT 1994 Chrysler Concorde 1994 Lincoln Continental Signature1994 Dodge Grand Caravan LE 1994 Nissan Maxima 1994 Ford Explorer 4D 4x4 XLT 1994 Chevrolet K1500 4x4 1993 Toyota Camry LE 1993 Chevrolet Conversion Van 1993 Ford F150 XLT 1993 Toyota Pickup 4x4 V-6 1993 Cadillac DeVi I le - Low Miles
1993 Buick LeSabre 1993 Chevrolet Blazer 4x4 -4 Dr
1993 Nissan Altima -

Christmas
Computer Bundle
INTERNET READY

DataSys USA Mini-Tower
* Intel Pentium* 150 MHz Processor
* 16 Mb RAM
* 8X CD ROM
* 1.7 Gb Hard Drive
* Sound Card & Speakers
tf'3t
7
* 3.5" Floppy Drive
:•:cM
* Deluxe Joy Stick
* Headphone w/Microphone
* 1 MB Video Adapter
* 33.6 Bps Voice Fax/Modem
* Mouse * Keyboard
* Mouse Pad * Windows 95®
* Cyber Pack CD ROM Titles w/Websters
Encyclopedia
* 14" Super VGA Color Monitor
* Lexmark 2050 Color Inkjet Printer

HOWARD D

1993 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 Country -

APR
502-247-5912
1-800-633-7296
Greg Leech - Sales Representative

975321

$11,895

981041

$5,995

1991 Ford Explorer 4x4 XLT -

981082

$9,495

1990 Buick LeSabre - Low miles

980382
976931

$6,495

1990 Dodge W150 4x4 Pickup-

,,ZO.000
Olme Sy Pe

$5,695

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.")
1
.

I
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

EHEVT1MET
Pr

'Your Christmas
Stock # Sale Price
971385 $22,495
980331 $21,995
980981 $24,495
$9,495
52153
5233 $24,495
$11,995
975161
976241 $10,995
982001
$11,995
981972 $14,495
975032 $10,795
980661 $13,995
$8,995
980572
974581 $10,795
977191 $12,495
974111
$7,495
975931 $12,495
$11,995
981171
980992 $10.395
981641
$9,995
976671 $12,995
$8,995
982081
5236, $10,895
976121 $13,495
982341 $13,895
$8,995
5211
974811 $10,995
$8,495
97341f
$9,495
981681
$11,995
974391
$9,895
982151
980731
$11,895
982121
$7,495

1992 Ford F150 XLT -

v.- Pr

,..
-

,666,41r.,4*.•-fro

SUREWAY Tree & Slump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.

MCDANIEL Construction
specializes in custom home
construction, planning, design modifications and general construction. Over
15yrs experience. Fully insured. Free Estimates. Call
502-436-2766.

matter of integrity, but don't let it
ruin your day. Finish errands. Make
plans to visit with a friend. A change
at home is key. Tonight: You are the
star of the night.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Take a back seat, and honor
what is happening with you. Your
feelings might be hurt during a conversation.Cocoon,to figure out what
struck you.Take time alone for mysterious errands, and try to visit a
dear friend. Tonight: Doors open
easily for you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Money might be a problem,
and it could mar your holiday fun.
Lighten up, and use your enormous
creativity to infuse this period with
joy. Join friends,and make an informal office party happen, if one isn't
scheduled.Others need you.Tonight:
Be with the gang.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You are noticed when in the
limelight. You don't realize how
strong you come on. Diplomacy goes
a long way to help your public image.
Meet responsibilities, and complete
-what is needed. Whip the season
into shape with your boundless energy.Tonight:Attend a"must"event.

Office Technology Specialists

9199

STOCKWELL Maintenance FREE Home Systems Metal Roofs, vinylsiding windows -CALL
NOW, 753-6585

HOROSCOPES

COMPANY
HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
3
1C
Local (502) 759-6128
UPS Shipping
P0 Bin 724, Murray, KY 42071

Services
Offered

ELECTRICIAN- R&R GETTING a new computer
ELECTRIC. New construe- for Christmas? Need help
bun, rewiring, mobile home .setting it up? Call Justin at
eigelritti maims- 759-8692.4
nonce and repair. Call anyGUTTERS: West K Y
time. Murray, 762-0001,
Gutters- sup
Seamless
cella 519-1592.
plies, screen, cleaning &
repairs, affordable prices
EMERGENCY WANK Re- Free estimate& 753-0278
moval 24hrs. Lee's Carpet HANDYMAN Service.
Cleaning 753-5827.
Nick's Handy Hands. All
FOR Christmas give her types of home repair &
help with the houseclean- maintenance. No job's too
ing! Reasonable rates, for small. 767-0728.
professional cleaning.
HARDWOOD FLOOR in436-2973.
stallation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
FREE test drive before your rates. 753-7860.
new truck purchase. In a LAMB Brother Home Im1996 Dodge Ram pickup provements, remodeling,
that's ready for its 3rd trans- additions, roofing, siding,
mission. Bought new in free estimates. 436-2269.
Paris, TN.492-8488'Lamb
LAMB Brothers Moving
Tough'.
Contractors cross country
FREE WINDOWS! Stock- or local. Licensed & Inwell Inc. is offering a Winter sured. Luke Lamb
Special: Buy 5 get 1 Abso- 502-436-5950.
lutely FREE! Cal today for
a FREE Estimate. PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255
7534585.

$1,4950"
Small Business Administration Regional Administrator Billy Max Paul (left)
with Robert G. Clark, chairperson of the Southeastern States Region IV
Regulatory Fairness Board (right) at the first Region IV Public Hearing in
Charlotte, N.C. In November 1997. The Small Business Regulatory
Enforcement Fairness Act fosters a government environment that Is more
small business-friendly.
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Army decorations for service in
Tea years ago
By The Associated Press
Pictured are members of Mur- Vietnam at an ROTC Review at
Today is Thursday. Dec. 18, the 352nd day of 1997. There are 13
ray Board of Zoning Adjustment Murray State University. His wife days left in the
year.
who are Mac Fitts, city planner, is the former Betty Jones.
Today's Highl4ht in History:
_
Steve. Andrus,. chairman,- Bill - -Mr.- and -Mrs. Almon' Steele- On Dee. 18, 1865, the 13th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, _
Whitaker, secretary, Vanessa were married for 50 years Dec. abolishing slavery, was declared in effect.
Story, planning assistant, Sheila 16.
On this date:
Shaw and Bob Dunn.
In 1787, New Jersey became the third state to ratify the U.S.
years ago
Forty
E-2 Anthony B. (Tony) Cloys,
picture featuring Roy Constitution.
motion
A
son of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian
In 1892, Tchaikovsky's "The Nutcracker Suite" publicky premiered
Cloys, is now in radioman train- Rogers will be shown free to in St. Petersburg, Russia.
children
on
Dec.
21
at 10 a.m. at
ing at the Naval base at San
In 1940, Adolf Hitler signed a secret directive ordering preparations
the Varsity Theatre, according to
Diego, Calif.
for
a Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union. (Operation "Barbarossa"
Births reported include a boy Bob Craven, manager.
was
launched in June 1941.)
In
high
school
basketball
to David and Mary Jo Thorn,
In 1972, the United States began the heaviest bombing of North
games,
New
Concord
beat
BuchaNov. 25, and a boy to Gaydara
nan and Lynn Grove beat Almo. Vietnam during the Vietnam War. (The bombardment ended 12 days
and John Wells, Dec. 9.
High
team scorers were Wil- later.)
Twenty years ago
In 1980, former Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin died at age 76.
loughby
for New Concord, CulMurray High School Jazz Band
Ten years ago: Ivan F. Boesky was sentenced to three years in
pepper for Buchanan, Rodney
performed at the 31st annual
prison for plotting Wall Street's biggest insider-trading scandal. (He
Warren
for
Lynn
Grove,
and
Tom
Mid-West Band and Orchestra
served about two years of his sentence.) Pakistani opposition leader
Clinic at Conrad Hilton Hotel, Lamb for Almo.
Recent
births
reported at Mur- Benazir Bhutto was married in a traditional Islamic ceremony to buChicago, Ill., Dec. 15.
ray
Hospital
include
a girl to Mr. sinessman Asif Ali Zardari.
In Calloway County High
Five years ago: The U.N. Security Council unanimously denounced
School Invitational Basketball and Mrs. George Shelton.
Israel's deportation of more than 400 Palestinians and demanded their
Tournament, Calloway girls beat
Fifty years ago
immediate return. Kim Young-sam was elected South Korea's first ciHickman County, and Hickman
A new police radio network vilian president in three decades.
boys beat Calloway. High team will connect the city and county
One year ago: FBI agent Earl Edwin Pitts was arrested, accused of
scorers were Mina Todd for Cal- police and will provide connec- selling secrets to the Russians. (Pitts was
sentenced in June 1997 to 27
loway and Aleshire and Kelly for tion with the State Police radio years in prison after admitting that he'd
conspired and attempted to
Hickman, for girls; and DuBerry system also, after action taken by commit espionage.) Aides to President Clinton
disclosed that Asianfor Hickman and Darryl Bushrod Murray City Council at its
American businessman Charles Yah Lin Trie, who delivered $460,000
for Calloway for boys.
meeting.
in questionable donations to the Clintons' legal defense fund, had
Faye Nell Anderson, Mrs. Al- been to the White House at least 23 times
Cathy Gail Geurin and David
since 1993.
Eades Rogers were married Nov. bert Crider, Mrs. Ellis Hayes,
Today's Birthdays: Actor Ossie Davis is 80. Former U.S. Attorney
26 at First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Clyde Crider and Oneida General Ramsey Clark is 70. Actor Roger Smith
is 65. Blues musician
Thirty years ago
Ahart are new officers of Delta Lonnie Brooks is
64. Rock singer-musician Keith Richards is 54. MoOpen house was held at the Mu Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda vie
producer-director Steven Spielberg is 50. Movie reviewer Leonard
new million dollar Administra- Sorority of Woodmen of World. Maltin is 47.
Actor Ray Liotta is 42. Actor Brad Pitt is 34. Country
tion Building at Murray State
Erwin Enoch and Eubert Hale singer Tracy Byrd is 31. Tennis player
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario is 26.
University on Dec. 17. Dr. Ralph are new owners of Chevrolet
Thought for Today: "No one worth possessing can be quite
H. Woods is MSU president.
Lunch on Main Street. Former possessed."-Sara Teasdale, American
author and poet (1884-1933).
Staff Sgt. Joe B. Lawrence was owners are Mr. and Mrs. Harold
presented two Departmen of Speight

DAILY COMICS
BLON DIE
AND I'm PROUD THAT EVERY
ONE OF YOU PUT IN SUCH
LONG, GRUELING HOURS
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THEIR HOLIDAY LEITER.

MY HOUDAY LETCER
.
DEAR FRIENDS,
I WAS DOWNSIZED

11....w. )
7
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DEAR ABBY: While I love my
parents very much and thank God
for them daily, having aging parents was hard on me emotionally. I
remember praying to God when I
was only 4 years old that he would
allow my parents to live until I
grew up. I worried they wouldn't
live to see me through elementary
school. Every ache and pain
weighed heavily on my heart. Of
course, having older parents was
not all bad - I learned to be very
independent at a young age,
because I was preparing to carry on
alone.
My advice to the couple considering having children: If you are in
good health and are well prepared
to be around for the next 40 to 50
years, by all means have children.
Just keep in mind that they'll be
counting on you to be around, so
take care of your health.
Another suggestion: If you're
hesitant about having children,
why not share your love and life by
adopting older children who need
loving homes? That way, you won't be
the oldest parents at PTA meetings.
CALIFORNIA READER

The Alcatraz Coup

WE'VE JUST C.OMPLETED
OUR BIGGEST CCNTRAcr
EVER!

fte \

DEAR READERS: On Oct. 15,
I asked those of you who were
the children of "older parents"
to write me about how it affect-- ad you,in order to help e couple
in their 40e-decide whether or
not to start a family. I was
unprepared for the avalanche
of letters I received passionately arguing both sides of the
issue. Some of the loving tributes brought tears to my eyes.
The letters ran about 4-to-1
in favor of starting a family.
However, today we'll hear from
those who voted "no." Read on:

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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DEAR ABBY

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

CAD AND MOM.
THE ORIGINAL SPIN COLTOR
AND SPIN NURSE.

DEAR FRIENDS,
CATHY LEFT HER
OLD JOB TO BECOME
PRESIDENT Of HER OWN

OUT OF Mk( CAREER THIS
4EAR AND MI NOW TR4No TO SCRAPE TOGETH-

BUSINESS 111I5'ERR!
SHE BEGAN EXPANDING

ER A

LIVING. FROM M1
/
4/
KITCHEN COUNTER, WHERE
I HAVE 50 FAR GAINED
ONE FREE-LANCE CLIENT

IMMEDIATEL4, AND
EXPECTS A NEW 4EAR
OF EVEN mORE GROWTH!

AND ELEVEN POUNDS.

A
u
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
60,DEANNA-LICO AND
MICHAEL HAVE. KNOWN
FACIA OTHER FOR QUITE
A WHILE'

AND yoo'is srucviN4
PHARMACY?

OUR FAMILY UVES IN
SURUNGTON?

sToRE.?

But the question never came
up. As soon as the bidding was
over,East,a player ofconsiderable
skill - but with a reputation for
sharp practice-took a card out of
his hand and was about to make a
lead out of turn.
Before he could do so, however,
he was told it was West's lead. So
East put the card back in his hand,
but not before South was able to
see that it was the three of hearts!
A murmur of admiration rose
from the committee upon hearing
this,butthey were quickly silenced
by the chairman.Obviously,South
was now sure to misguess the
trump situation later on, since he
could not possiblyimagine a trump
lead from East with the Q-x-x.
But West ruined the sparkling
maneuver when he decided to lead
- of all things - a trump! So
The Ethics Committee at South made the slam and no harm
Alcatraz was in solemn session. was done.
When thecommittee questioned
South was pressingcharges against
a fellow inmate whom he accused East, he vehemently denied any
of violating the proprieties of the malicious intent. East knew, he
said, that it was not his lead. But
game.
The facts were undisputed. he also knew-and this was unaniSouth was in six hearts and had to mously confirmed by the commitlose a diamond trick, so the only tee - that West practically alquestion was whether he would ways led a trump against a slam.
also lose a trump trick. Had he He had therefore taken the heart
been left to his own devices,South out of his hand in anticipation of a
might well have failed to finesse trump lead.
Case dismissed.
against East's queen of trumps.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
J 10 5 3
•K 1082
•7
+AQJ 9
EAST
WEST
4972
•Q 86 4
Q 63
1, 5
•A 8 4
+10953
10 7 4 3
K 86 2
SOUTH
•A K
IP A J 9 7 4
* KQJ6 2
5
The bidding:
South West North East
Pass
3V
1V
Pass
Pass
Pass
5•
4 NT
6 IP

CROSSWORDS
'144 •
-,-

ACROSS

giluo
GARFIELD
JON.5 BEEN
STRUGGLING

k

I GIVE \
UP!

WITH THAT

CHRISTMAS'TREE
STAND FOR
HOURS

CLOMP
CLOMP
CLOMP

.rA^ 17kes /2 18

MALLARD FILLMORE

rroaox-r_ri/x- po.ery

- g/M
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5friae-4"!
NOT
paa(7`
A64/114iirA
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Ma /74'4;;4*449
/it 7Z*-5
4427Vir,-;/
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40 Spanish
queen
42 Many oz.
44 Gaseous
element
46 - Marinaro
48 "- Tables"
50 Anxiety
53 Disembark
54 Ms. Balm
55 Sommer ID
57 Stick
61 - to be tied
62 Italian wine
city
64 Always
65 Summer (Fr.)
66 - between
the lines
67 Speed
contest

1 Dry
5 Mimics
9 Frequently
(poetic)
12 Vehicle
(colloq.)
13- Blanc
14 Crude metal
15 Bring into
harmony
17 Savannah's
St.
18 - Moines
19 Strongly
inclined
21 Cotton
bundles
23 Takes in
27- Mans
28 "Born -"
29 Firearms grp.
31 - Na Na
34 Maiden loved
by Zeus
35 Cul de 37 Switch
position
39 Running
2
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DOWN
4 Tennis match
5 Repeal
6 River in Italy
7 H.S. course
8 Pierce
9 Lots
10 Liberate

1 Drivers' org.
2 In a (depressed)
3 Addams
Family
cousin

EMI

A 421/.4
/
/1‘*42,E4CIA4186al.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

10

MI7
13
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17
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11
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50
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163
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!Milimia

11
16
20
22

A Harper
Of nerves
Decimal base
Pacino of
"The Devil's
Advocate"
23 Mr. Nastase
24 Midday
25 Shepherd ID
26 Theater sign
(abbr.)
30 Scared
32 Owl cry
33 A Jackson
36 TV network
38 Remoter
41 Charge with
gas
43 Baltic 45 Prosecutor
(abbr.)
47 Phys
49 Tartan
SO Husband's
partner
51 "Step 52 Twelve
months
56 Compass pt
58 A Gabor
59 Play (abbr.)
60 Before
!poetic)
63 antalum
symbol

DEAR CALIFORNIA READER
Your letter touched on several
points that were echoed by
many readets. Read on:
'
7

DEAR ABBY: I hope the 40- somethings who are considering
becoming parents will consider my
advice: Please don't!
You might be fooling yourselveg
about how young and fit you are.
When your child is an infant,
maybe you won't look like his
grandparents. But trust me, the age
difference will show up before long.
Have you ever taken care of an
infant long enough to discover how
exhausting infant care can be? Will
you have the stamina to stay up all
night with a sick child and still go. •
to work in the morning? When
you're in your 60s and your child
a teen-ager, will you snap back after
being up all night wondering wherethat child is? Or worse, because •
you do know -thanks to a cop who
called to say your kid has been:
arrested? Don't think it won't happen.
No matter how healthy you feel,
the actuarial tables are not on your
side. If you feel the need to have
children in your life, I recommend
you take in foster children.
NO NAME PLEASE,
ORLANDO,FLA.
DEAR ABBY: My mother was 45
and my dad was 51 when I was
born. Dad died when I was 16, leaving me to care for my mother, who
was 62. I basically had no parents,
and my youth was stolen by responsibility.
If those people want children in
their lives, please tell them to be a
Big Brother or Sister, or adopt an
older child. There are too many
unwanted and neglected childrew
out there already.
I grew up with parents who were
too old and too tired all the time. I
grew up in funeral homes because
my dad was the youngest of 12, and
the aunts and uncles were dropping
like flies. Believe me, it's no life for
a kid. Sign me ...
THE ACCIDENT
Tomorrow we'll hear from
those readers who spoke for the
majority - and urged the hesitant couple in their 40s to "go
for it!" Stay tuned.
***

DR. GO'TT
By Peter

H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My elderly mother experiences violent attacks of
coughing several times a day. Her
doctor is reluctant to give her medication because he is afraid it might
interfere with her heart drugs
(Indere' and Vasotec). He suggested
over-the-counter cough remedies that
have not helped. He doesn't know why
she is coughing. Do you?
DEAR READER: I believe so.
Once the common causes of coughing (such as colds, respiratory infections and postAasal drip) have been
ruled out, doctors begin to think of
less common reasons for violent
coughing. Two that readily come to
mind are congestive heart failure and
ACE-inhibitors.
In the first instance, a weak heart
action leads to a progressive accumulation of fluid in the lungs. Along
with cough, patients experience
breathlessness when lying down or
exercising. Inderal, a beta blocker,
may contribute to heart failure
in some patients. Therefore, your
mother needs a chest X-ray, if one has
not already been obtained. Heart
failure is treated with a variety of
medications, including diuretics
(kidney stimulants).
A far more likely cause is the
Vasotec. Known as an ACE-inhibitor,
Vasotec,(and other drugs in this
class) can cause cough in up to 10 percent of users. Were I your mother's
physician, I'd immediately substitute
another drug (such as a calciumchannel blocker), provided that the
chest X-ray is normal.
I'll bet that the Vasotec is the problem. Address this issue with your
mother's physician. Let me know
what he says.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have severe
arthritis and, on the advice of a friend,
began taking chondroitin complex
with glucosamine.
The results were miraculous. After
10 days of therapy. I could walk without pain; after two weeks, I could bend
over to tie my shoes. I no longer need
prescription pain pills.
Is this drug safe for long-term use?
I hope so, because I'd really hate to
give it up.
DEAR READER: Long used by
veterinarians for arthritis in animals,
chondroitin/glucosamine has recently
become popular for human arthritis,
too. It is a diet supplement that is
supposed to regenerate cartilage,
thereby overcoming the pain of joint
inflammation.
As I have written before, the jury
is still out on this product. Some
orthopedic surgeons swear by it;
others pooh-pooh the notion that thil:
:medicine is effective or even absor
bed into the body. One fact is clear,.
however: Chondroitin/glucosamine •
is safe, even for prolonged use.
When my patients ask me about it, 1
tell them to try it. If it works, great; if
not, no harm done.
C IW7NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Tobacco
greenhouse
used for
poinsettias
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Americans are expected to buy more than 50
million poinsettias this Christmas season, with some coming
from greenhouses operated by
Steve Meredith and Scotty
Lee.
Meredith, a White Mills farmer, started his business five
years ago after realizing that
the greenhouse for growing tobacco seeds was used only
from March through June.
Now he's growinr about
2,000 pots of poinsettias a
year.
Meredith figures when he
sets a seedling in a pot, he already has $2 invested in it.
He sells the finished pots of
colorful red flowers for S13
apiece, which he says is cheap
compared with the $29 to $35
at floral shops in Louisville.
About 1,000 poinsettias will
come from Lee's Garden Center, just east of Hodgenville.
Owner Scotty Lee also
grows his poinseuias from
seedlings.
But unlike Meredith, he sees
his plants as a break-even
proposition — something to
supply local churches with and
keep him busy during an
otherwise slow season.
"Poinsettias are preuy competitive," he said. —The big
outfits keep the price down to
where they're not profitable."
His prices range from $6 for
a single plant to $25 for a basket of nine plants.
Most of his sales come from
red poinseuias, but he grows
five different varieties, including white and pink plants.
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New photos give preview of sun's fate
WASHINGTON.(AP) —
Astronomers say new photos
showing unprecedented details of
the death process of stars give
people a dramatic preview of
how their sun will expand into a
red giant and burn Earth to a cinder in about 6 billion years.
The pictures, taken by the
Hubble Space Telescope, show
bubbles of superheated gas glowing like Christmas tree ornaments
against a black sky, a beauty that
masks a stellar violence that can
easily evaporate planets.
"We have seen the future of
our own sun billions of years
from now," Howard E. Bond, an
astronomer at the Space Telescope Institute in Baltimore, said
Wednesday. "We have another 6
billion years to get out of town
before that happens."
Bond and others said at a news
conference that a star about the
size of the sun will burn for about 10 billion years, consuming
hydrogen in a 30-million-degree
nuclear furnace. The hydrogen
eventually is exhausted, and the
star's core collapses into an even
hotter sphere. Then the star
swells rapidly into a red giant,
with superheated plasma racing
outward in all directions.
In its red-giant phase, Bond
said, the sun will expand by ab-

would come to us."
out 200 times and sear the Earth
carbon and send the element
Some sun-like stars develop streaming through the heavens.
to boiling temperature. After a
graceful shapes in death, molded Eventually, the carbon is swept
few thousand more years, the sun
by the gravitation effects of up by other stars and, perhaps,
will collapse into a cooling white
stars or of planets that are becomes part of a planet.
smaller
dwarf, its heat slowly diminishlarger than Jupiter.
times
many
ing. If the Earth still exists, it beCarbon is an element essential
The smaller companion draws off for life on Earth, and Kinney said
comes a frigid, lifeless hulk.
"The Earth will probably get .gas and dust from the central star, that every atom in the human
and the swirling motion sends the body was once part of a star.
cooked to a' cinder and then
two into rapid rotation. This
freeze," Bond said.
If there are people around to squeezes the center of the gas
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
sphere but sends jets of gas spurtsee it, the sun's death throes will
ing out two sides. Eventually,
give a spectacular view. Huge
these jets fan out, giving the obstreamers of heated gas, racing
a shape resembling a barbell
ject
outward at more than 100,000
butterfly.
a
or
glowmiles an hour, will form a
color.
of
streaks
with
sphere
ing
The astronomers said Hubble's
"The sky will be filled with photos have more detail of the
colors, sparkling like bubbles, fundamental stellar processes
bangles and beads," said Bruce than have ever been seen before.
Balick, an astronomer at the Uni- This clarity, Balick said, will
versity of Washington, Seattle. teach scientists more about the
CONSOLIDATE
"Probably, though, not even our life of stars and may lead to new
descendants will be alive to see theories.
•
$10,000 - $110/mo
it.,,
"These photos give us the opto
Anne Kinney, a Johns Hopkins portunity to put speculative ideas
$550/mo
$50,000
University astronomer, agrees. (about how stars die) to a harsh
"The Earth will be freeze-dried
test of truth," Balick said.
1-800-228-9052
by then," she said.
"These pictures will change the
Homeowners Only
One theory about the sun's futextbooks."
NATIONNVIDE
ture suggests that its final sphere
Kinney said the photos capturoutward
could
gas
expand
of hot
ing the star's demise show what
Mauro: 7am
enough to envelop the Earth,
Loans Shown
occurred
throughout
have
must
Bawd on 11.90% 20 yr.
draw it toward the center and
Term at 12.30% APR
the universe in order for life to
vaporize the planet.
DRE UC 101220073
evolve. She said stars up to seven
(ADOSI)
Under that scenario, Balick
said, "We won't go to hell; it times the mass of the sun create
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Survey says Americans are active

WASHINGTON (AP) — Peo- 61 percent of Americans reportple who watch a lot of television ing an affiliation. Thirty percent
are more likely to distrust others, of respondents said they belonged
while those who read newspapers to health, sporting and country
or go to church tend to be more clubs, 27 percent in professional
active in their communities, a or trade groups, and 21 percent in
PTA and other school
survey finds.
But overall, most Americans organizations.
Membership in clubs related to
know their neighbors and a third
hobbies such as gardening or
say they have joined with others
computers and in neighborhood
to try to solve local problems.
groups also is commonplace.
their
"People haven't lost
Many people, 44 percent, said
sense that collectively they can
they volunteered services to the
make a difference," said Constance Swank, director of re- community through formal organizations in 1996. Even more, 86
search for the American Associapercent, said they informally
tion of Retired Persons, which rehelped someone in need. Virtutoday.
survey
leased the
ally everyone reported knowing
The nation's largest group for
at least one neighbor on a firstDETROIT (AP) — Santa got older people conducted the telename basis and 85 percent reAmericans
poll
1,500
of
phone
help for chest pains just in the
ported having a recent conversa18 and older at the end of 1996 to
nick of time.
tion with a neighbor.
The scare behind him, Randy find out whether decreasing voter
And although they may not
Wagner expects to be back in the turnout and increasing distrust in
sleigh and ho-ho-hoing by public institutions are signs that
the United States is becoming a
tonight.
nation of loners.
"This year Santa's not going
Consistent with previous stuto eat so many cookies. And we
may go to 2 percent milk this dies, fewer than half those
Christmas Eve," Wagner said surveyed said they think "most
CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) —
Wednesday from his bed at Wil- people can be trusted," and only
Dial up the toll-free number for
liam Beaumont Hospital in Royal 28 percent believe the federal
Carlsbad Caverns and you might
government can be relied upon
Oak.
just get a whole lot of heavy
Wagner, 40, a professional "to do what's right" most or all
breathing.
clown and musician from subur- the time.
An early version of the 1998
More people — 48 percent —
ban Troy, called paramedics after
New Mexico Vacation Guide will
he woke up with chest pains Sa- report confidence in local governsend tourists to a sexually expliment, but only 27 percent are acturday. His quick action may
cit pitch for a 1-900 sex chat line.
tive in political parties or election
have averted a heart attack.
"What is it about a man that
campaigns.
Dr. Steven Almany, a hospital
gets me so turned on?" says the
But that doesn't make Americardiologist, used Wagner as an
whiskey-voiced recording.
example of how getting help fast cans a bunch of apathetic
The 960,000 copies of the vaccan save your life. Early signs of hermits.
ation guide came back from the
a heart attack include dull presThe AARP survey found that
printers two weeks ago and an
sure in the center of the chest, on average each American be- employee at the state Tourism
discomfort in the left arm or in
longs to four groups, including
Department alerted officials to
the jaw and heart palpitations.
churches, clubs, professional and
civic organizations.
The father of two is 5-foot-I0
"We're still a nation of joinand describes his weight as "a
ers," said Swank.
howl full of jelly." He has been
Most common is membership
playing Santa for about a dozen
in religious organizations, with
years.

Santa aided
just in time

consider themselves political activists, a third of Americans report working with others to solve
local problems, and 72 percent
spent time discussing local issues
with others. Seventy percent said
they are very or somewhat interested in national politics.
Still, Americans' civic involvement has decreased over the last
quarter-century, argues Robert
Putnam, a Harvard professor
whose research comparing past
surveys was published in the essay "Bowling Alone."
"There has been a 60 percent
decline in the number of public
meetings members go to, a 50
percent decline in the number of
club meetings people go to, a
nearly 50 percent decline in the
frequency with which we entertain people at home," Putnam
said.

31 East Main St.
Murray

753-0411

Carlsbad call can be heavy
the error.
The agency on Wednesday announced it has recalled almost
100,000 copies which already
were distributed and corrected the
number so tourists will be able to
reach the Whites City Chamber
of Commerce.
The new-and-improved version
of the 200-page guide will have a
sticker pasted over the error, said
state Tourism Secretary John
Garcia.
Whites City, south of Carlsbad,
is the gateway to Carlsbad
Caverns National Park, which
had 557,000 visitors last year.

MISTLETOE &
MERRIMENT...
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may they abound
this holiday season.
Thank you
for your
patronage
in 1997.

Greetings and
thanks from us to
every one of you
for your kind
patronage and
wonderful
friendship
over the last
25 years.

From our
families to
yours...
Have A

Merry
Christmas!

My dad is no ordinary dad and
,deserves the extraordinary! I want
him to be dressedfrom head to toe in
the bast fooks and not the same old
( shirt & tie.
You know Santa, Dan's has the
most unique and best Cooking
cfothes and they are having a

SALE

tit Christmas.
•

Please Santa go to Dan's and Ti_
makc every Dad's Christmas special:

CI 6 D
Plumbing
Residential • Commercial •
Service Repair

,
•

Tele/Fax 753-4736
,

David Ryan
Darren Howard

Belcher Oil Co.
403 S. L.P. Miller St. • 753-0212
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